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The Church
Anna Hoppe
In beauty clad, on Zion's holy mountain,
Mine eyes behold thy glory so divine;
Pure white the garb, cleansed at the
Calvary
fountain,
Christ's spotless robe of righteousness is
thine—?
My Church, my precious Church!
Thou glorious art indeed, but oh, the
sorrow
Thou hast endured, the anguish, and the
tears!
Fighting today and griefs upon the morrow,
The martyr fire, the bitter strife, the
fears—
My Church, my precious Church!
0 faithful one, how Antichrist
pursued
thee
And how his mighty hosts thy death
have sought!
Strong were thy foes, but they have not
subdued thee;
For He whose spouse thou art thy battles fought.
No martyrdom, no stakes, no Inquisition,
No battle-fields, no tyrant's sword, sufficed
To quench thy love, to shake thy firm position,

To tear thee from
Christ.

the

bosom

of

thy

Yea, thou hast fled from Babylon's pollution,
Hast pledged thy troth to Him upon the
cross;
Thou hast endured a wilderness
seclusion,
Hast counted earthly wealth and honor
dross.
But thy Beloved hath seen thy desolation,
And His all-hearing ear thy wail hath
heard,
His tender voice rang out in consolation,
"Fear not, I'm with thee, thou hast
kept My Word."
Oh, keep the faith! Invisible
communion
Binds thee to Him whose love hath
never ceased;
But oh, the joy of everlasting union
When Calvary's Lamb prepares
the
bridal feast!
Then

in His Father's house of many
mansions
Thou wilt behold the Bridegroom face
to face;
Eternal joy in heavens vast expansions
Will all thy sorrow, all thy cares erase—
My Church, my precious Church!
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
RELIEF NOTES
Earthquake in San Juan, Argentina
The advantage of having M. C. C. representatives stationed at a number of places
throughout the world was seen this week
when a catastrophic earthquake occurred
at the Argentine city of San Juan. The following telegram was received from Vernon
Schmidt and Robert Geigley, M. C. C. relief workers in Paraguay:
Terrible earthquake in San Juan near
Mandosa Argentina, request permission both
go there help where possible, request
$5,000 be sent Lewis Weber 1427 Puan
Buenos Aires for that purpose.
Negotiations are being made to determine
how M. C. C. might bring help to this
stricken city.
India-Famine Relief Progressing
A cable from India informs the M. C. C.
that the famine relief work in Bengal is progressing and results seem encouraging.
Workers have been able to purchase clothing for distribution. A large shipment of
condensed milk is enroute to India part of
which will be consigned to the Mennonite
relief unit in Bengal.
A cable sent to China from M. C. C. informs J. D. Graber to proceed to Bengal
to help with the work there as soon as the
survey in China is completed. S. J. Goering will return to the States to give a report of the needs in China.
M. C. C Office in Canada
Plans have materialized for the opening
of a branch office of the M. C. C. in Canada.
According to the latest word, the office will
be located in Kitchener, Ontario, and will
be under the direction of Jesse Short, Archbold, Ohio. He will serve until a Canadian
director can be secured. Mrs. Short will
open a clothing depot to be operated in connection with the relief office. Since his
return from England, Ernest Bennett has
been giving most of his time to the opening of this office.
India Missionaries Grateful for Drug
Shipment
C. L. Graber of this office received the
following communication from Dr. J. G.
Yoder, missionary to India:
"I want to tell you how sorry I am for
the delay in thanking you for all the effort
you spent to get me that atabrine. Really,
I just cannot quite tell you how tickled we
are to get it. We just do not have the supplies that we need, and we are not able to
get them. I would be tickled to have a
lot more, and I could soon get them all in
use where they would do a lot of good."
Atabrine is a substitute for quinine,
which is almost impossible to obtain, and
is used especially in the tirevention and
treatment of malaria. Application for the
purchase of 20,000 additional tablets has
been made with the Foreign Economic Administration at Washington to be sent to
Dr. Yoder with the next relief workers going to India.
Women Members Added to Relief-Training
Unit
• Three women have been added to the relief training unit at Ypsilanti State Hospital, Ypsilanti, Michigan, and several more
have volunteered. This brings the total
in the women's unit to seven. The three
new members are Ruby Martin, Elkhart,
Indiana, and Anna Fern Regier, Moundridge, Kansas, and Mrs. Victor Janzen,

Henderson, Nebraska. Members entering
this unit engage in mental hospital work
and in their spare time attend a number of
relief training courses in preparation for
future relief work.
Refugee Work Opens in Middle East
- Dr. Richard Yoder and Delvin Kirchhofer are now working among refugees in
the area around Cairo, Egypt. According
to a telegram received from them their
work will be increasing • and will reach
large proportions:
Collection newly arriving refugees. Mera
welcomes additional MCC workers for training and continued service Middle East.
Balanced group comprising doctors, nurses,
driver, orderlies, educational and wefare
workers.
Most useful knowledge SerbCroat. Total of eight desired immediately
or any fraction thereof.
A later telegram also asks that a large
quantity of clothing be sent to be distributed in centers containing Greek and
Yugoslavian refugees.
Dr. Preheim Describes Medical Needs in
Puerto Rico
The following paragraphs have been
taken from a recent copy of "Rio La Plata",
a newsletter published monthly by the M.
C. C. Unit in Puerto Rico.
"Their health problems are greatly due
to several factors—poverty, ignorance, overpopulation—which have combined into a
perpetuating cycle. There are some 520
people per square mile in this predominantly mountainous and almost completely agricultural island. Even under the most favorable circumstances an agricultural economy
could hardly support this population at
anything but a very low living standard.
As it is, the supporting economy is entirely
inadequate for the large population. Poverty is everywhere, and with it its relatives
—ignorance, malnutrition, disease and hopeless resignation. Far from improving the
situation is becoming worse. The population is growing at a faster rate than the
supporting economy. Unless means for
industrialization can be found this trend
must be expected to continue.
"People are sick because they are too
poor to provide themselves with adequate
living conditions, nutrition and medical care.
They do not have the knowledge to improve either their economic status or their
health, and so long- as they are chronically
ill and undernourished, they are unable to
endure either knowledge or improved economic status, and so the cycle continues."
CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE
C. P. S. Men Appreciate Canned Goods
The following quotation has been taken
from, a letter to the M. C. C. from the
business manager of the Terry, Montana,
C. P. S. Camp:
"I wish there were some way in which
we could express our appreciation and
thanks to the many thousand mothers,
daughters and fathers for the fine, goodlooking and tasty canned fruits and vegetables they prepared for us and the other
camps
I wish you could have seen the
interest manv of our campers took as
they were helping to sort and check the
canned goods. They watched the labels
closely. All at once someone would say,
'Look at this quart of beans, it comes
from one of my neighbors!', or someone
with a smiling face would say, '"Why, here
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is a two-quart j a r of peaches that my
own mother canned. I am sure they'll
, taste good.' "
C. P. S. Men to Receive Monthly Allowance
As the C. P. S. program continues well
into its third year, the M. C. C. is providing a monthly allowance for C. P. S. men.
In many cases local congregations and conferences are providing their men with a
monthly allowance, but there are other
campers who receive no support.
To equalize allowances, the M. C. C. decided at its annual meeting to provide a
plan, beginning January 1, 1944, whereby
campers who do receive any regular support from their home congregations or
conferences may receive an allowance of
five dollars per month from the M. C. C.
-This will only effect men in base or nonmaintenance camps, as men in hospitals
and on farms receive small allowances
from their employers.
The camper has the privilege of using
this allowance according to his own discretion, but it is suggested that it serve as
an emergency fund from which to draw
from time to time, or that it be permitted
to accumulate and any unused credit on his
account be kept to be given him upon discharge. If the camper chooses, he may
contribute it to War Sufferer's Relief, C.
P. S. Rehabilitation, or any other cause he
considers worthy.
That congregations and churches continue to send their men allowances was
approved and encouraged by the M. C. C. in
order that the campers might be encouraged
by such gestures of love and support, and
that the bond of fellowship might remain
intact. It is hoped that this practice may
be adopted by other churches who have
no such plan. But where campers do not
receive five dollars per month from their
home congregations or conferences, the
M. C. C. will provide it.
PEACE SECTION NOTES
Notice to Women Buying Civilian Bonds
Beginning January 20, the Provident
Trust Company will place on the "exception
list" all names of women who apply for
the purchase of Civilian Bonds who do not
indicate on the subscription order form the
designation Miss or Mrs. An omission of
this small matter means extra correspondence and delay so that care should be
taken to make this indication.
Changes in Selective Service Regulations
Beginning February 1 Selective Service
will abolish the draft board examinations
determining physical and mental fitness.
Under the new regulation the doctor who
gives the final examination before induction
will determine the fitness of the registrant.
This examination is to be given at least
twenty-one days before induction so registrant may know his status.
Draft classification III-A has been eliminated. This classification previously included those "with child or children and
maintaining a bona fide family relationship."
The transfer of jurisdiction, in the case
of men working away from their home
towns, has been made to appeal boards
near their jobs.
A careful review is being made of the
nation's 3,400,000 IV-F registrants to determine whether any previously rejected
could be used somewhere in the armed
forces. A commission of five doctors has
been appointed to examine military, physical standards to see if they can safely be
lowered.
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The Road To Peace
ROM that tragic dawn that followed the
night of expulsion from Eden's paradise, man has ever dreamed of world-wide
peace. Cain was a perpetual reminder of
the fearsome cost of breaking the peace,
of the heinousness of hate and the godliness of good-will. In every age the seers
have fore-told and the minstrels have sung
the glories of a golden age that would
know no strife. Tablets of great antiquity
have been unearthed, revealing men's
dreams of universal peace over 4000 years
ago.

F

But in spite of all his yearnings, man
has dismally failed in the realization of
his fond hope. The blood of Abel that
cried from the ground has been joined in
its piteous protest by the blood of millions
upon millions through the centuries. Violence covers the earth with a crimson
mantle, whose fingers drip with the newlyinvented innovations of more whole-sale
and horrible destruction. And yet withal
the dreamers dream of their earthly Utopia
just beyond this frenzied holocaust. They
are seemingly oblivious of the fact that
each generation, instead of progressing toward the ideal of world peace,_ has only
plunged the deeper into atrocities that
make former orgies pale in comparison.
To some of us, it seems that the time has
certainly arrived when men must accept
the simple way of the Christ, or plnge
themselves and their vaunted civilization
into utter and irretrievable ruin. Much is
currently being said about the enforcing
of the peace which will follow this present
armed conflict. How stupid men seem to
be! How utterly devoid of sane reasoning
such a suggestion is! Is our intelligence to
be forever insulted with such patter? Can
we never learn that peace and enforcement
or force are contradictory?
The strong arm of the military and political power of the dominant, victorious
nation invariably tries to force other subdued peoples to remain quiescent. And
they may succeed for a few years, only to
be overthrown by a disruption more violent
because of its delay, and by the more precarious power of pent-up passion. Shakespear has put into the mouth of one of
his characters these words, "The quality
of mercy is not strained. It droppeth as the
gentle dew from heaven upon the place
beneath," I should like to paraphrase his
words to say, "The benediction of peace is
not forced."
This is not to denounce the legitimae
and commendable efforts of true idealists
tt> avoid further international conflicts.
Much of economic and political content
of the post-war planning has its commendable qualities. Certainly the philosophy
that pleads equality of opportunity for all
nations and all individuals finds a con-

genial atmosphere among true Christians
everwhere. The talk of making the good
things of the world available to all, instead of being indulged to excess and nauseation by the privileged few strikes sympathetic chords in the heart of every true
follower of Christ. For the Scripture
plainly tells us that if our religion is not
practical in the meeting of the needs of
our fellowmen, that religion is vain.
But when men begin to base their hopes
of an enduring, world-wide peace on these
materialistic dreams, they are building on
sand indeed. Unless the road to peace is
laid on deeper principles than the mere
materialism of the world, it will end where
always it has ended heretofore, in the
slough of despond. The Christian way repudiates the military method, supersedes
the political, but frequently crosses the
economic emphasis at points of practical
concern.
Unless the Christian has his peace
founded in deep spiritual principles, it
will be shaken when the crucial time
comes. That is exactly what happened to
numberless Christian pacifists in the early
days of this present conflict. We must
further our mission of promoting peace
and good-will by spiritual means. We must
be grounded in a thoroughly fundamental
conviction of the distinction between right
and wrong. That conviction must include
borderline details. In short, we must have
an abiding consciousness of the authoritative voice of our Lord, and the personal
guidance and urgency of the Holy Spirit
to make our quest for peace effective. Anything short of this will end in frustration.
And because the nations as a whole nor
even in major part, will not have this man
rule over them, their plans for peace are
vanity. However, as Christians we need to
take into account the proposed measures
that are to be inaugurated in the planning
for the peace. This is especially true of
the churches with a peace testimony. Can
we successfully demonstrate, even to vanquished peoples, the true concern and compassion which will win them to Christ?
And can we conversely show the depth of
charity for the more or less unscrupulous
victors that will turn them to the paths of
true peace? If our conviction is not deep
enough, our vision long enough, our compassion broad enough, and our loyalty
high enough to embrace both contestants
in the mortal conflict, we are disqualified
as guides to the road of perpetual peace.
The road to peace is in Christ. His redemptive love included a world. His commission to His disciples was to evangelize
a world. The concern of His early follow-
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ers included a world. Nothing less than a
world vision will suffice for His followers
today, if they are to be effective in their
work for Him. But let us remember that
a part of that world (so far as we are individually concerned a major part) lies at
our back door-step. Unless we are at peace
with ourselves, how can we hope to be
heard by our neighbors when we talk of
peace in its broader application? The road
to peace is "Christ in you."

The Value O f Tears
/ . H. Byer
ESUS wept. Think of Jesus, the Son of
God, standing at the grave of Lazarus
with his friends Mary and Martha, and
with them shedding human tears in the loss
of their beloved brother. Jesus looked upon Jerusalem and wept over it. Jesus said,
"Blessed are ye that weep now: for ye
shall laugh." There will be joy without a
tear over in the glory land.

J

Paul was a man of many tears. As he
wrote, it often was with tears. He was
mindful of the tears of Timothy as he
wrote to him. In bidding farewell to the
Ephesian elders for the last time, they all
wept sore and fell on Paul's neck and
kissed him.
Jeremiah is known as the Weeping
Prophet. He has a fire within his very
bones that would not let him stop warning
backslidden Israel.
Genuine tears speak in a way nothing
else can. They have a language all their
own. An aged missionary said, "When we
plant gardens we soak the seed in water
to make it come up quickly. This is especially so if the ground is somewhat dry.
Just so we find it exactly, when we want
gospel seed to sprout in hard dry heathen
hearts, it must be well soaked with tears."
"They that sow in tears shall reap
in joy. He that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing precious
seed, shall
doubtless come again with rejoicing,
bringing his sheaves with him."
Heaven-born tears will touch and win
souls when nothing else can. When tears
flow freely at an altar of prayer, real work
for God is quickly done. We have witnessed an altar worker so broken up that tears
flowed freely in great drops and mingled
with the tears of the penitent drunkard
with whom he was praying. That was just
like Jesus.
The nameless penitent woman spoken of
in Luke 7:36-50 washed Jesus' feet with
her tears and wiped them with the hairs of
her head. Jesus said to her, "Thy faith
hath saved thee; go in peace." Jesus said
to those who were weeping for Him,
"Weep not for me, but weep for yourselves
and for your children." May this touch
us as parents who still have unsaved children. Do we ever pray in tears for them?
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A Few Thoughts On

REVIVAL MEETINGS
P. J. Wiefae
In the Evangelical Visitor of January 3,
there were two articles that suggested a
line of thought to me, and I shall write
some of them for the readers of our
church paper. These articles were "Revival Meetings and the Present Crisis,"
and "Is Your Altar Work Shallow?" I
am very much in favor of the thought
expressed in these articles, and the purpose of this article is not to criticise or
find fault, but rather to endorse, and if
possible to ' amplify the thoughts expressed.
During the early part of my life I did
not know anything about revival meetings.
At least there were no revival meetings in
the part of the country where I lived.
However, people were converted and the
percentage of backsliders was not as large
as it is today. It is true, some people became discouraged and went back into sin,
but it was not such a common thing as it is
now. God had a number of ways in convicting people of their need of salvation.
When I was ten years old, a young man in
our neighborhood was killed by lightning.
It brought conviction to people and they
were converted. But today people are so
hardened in sin that such incidents make
very little impression. We have to have revival meetings to get people under conviction.
It will be a great help to the meetings if
the proper preparation is made before
they begin. It is very evident that people
will not come to the meetings if they know
nothing about them. Hence before the
meetings begin we should see to it that
they are properly advertised. My experience has been, while visiting in the neighborhood where the meetings are being
held, that we find people living not far
from the church, who do not know anything about the meetings until the evangelist visits them, perhaps after the meetings
have been in progress for a week or
longer. We take too much for granted.
We think, because it was announced last
Sunday morning, everybody knows about
it. But what about the people who were
not there last Sunday? And what about
those from other denominations? Do they
know that revival meetings are in progress in your church? Call them up over
the telephone, or call on them personally
' and tell them about the meetings. That is
one form of missioinary work.
I feel impressed to say a few words
about the manner in which the meetings
are advertised. Are you sure that when
you sent the announcement to the local
paper or the church paper that you had
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the correct date? It is confusing when the
wrong date is announced. About a year
ago there appeared a notice in the Evangelical Visitor about a ecrtain meeting that
was to begin on Feb. 29th. Last year there
was no Feb. 29th., that happening only
during leap year. And some time ago I
read an announcement in a certain paper
that the meeting was to begin Nov. 31st.
November has only 30 days.
Most of our churches have names.
When a meeting is advertised in the evangelistic slate, the name of the local church
should be given, and not the name of some
large city near which the church is located.
However, far more important than advertising is the spiritual preparation of
the people. where the meeting is to be
held. To give a foolish program just before the meetings begin is a very poor
preparation for a revival, and it is entirely
unfair, to the evangelist. A preacher went
to a certain church to conduct a revival
meeting. A brother met him and said, "Be
encouraged, brother, for three days I have
been praying." How much time do you
spend in prayer before the revival begins?
It is a great help to any meeting if the
saints fast and pray before the meetings
open. Are you sufficiently concerned for
the salvation of souls that you are willing
to practice some self-denial, praying for
the evangelist and for the success of the
meetings long before they begin?
Many years ago I attended a meeting
in a Methodist Church, and the evangelist
gave the following illustration: "Some
time ago I was conducting a meeting in
a certain place and I had no success. One
night two men came up front to shake
hands with me. I asked them to shake
hands, but they refused to do so. I said
here is the trouble, this is the reason I have
had no success in this meeting." How
often a revival meeting is hindered because of some old grudge in the congregation, or because some members have
an unforgiving spirit toward their fellowmen. If you expect the work of the Lord
to prosper, it is necessary that you be
reconciled to your brethren and sisters.
I think most evangelists will agree with
me that it is a difficult matter to have a
real revival when there are old grudges
in the congregation. Jesus said, "Go and
be reconciled to your brother, then come
and offer thy gift." (Matt. 5:24) Which
do you love more, to see souls saved, or
to continue in your unforgiving spirit?
Often the evangelist has to preach for a
week or more before the members begin
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to confess and then conviction falls on the
unsaved. Why not get in line before the
meetings begin, and thus enjoy the full
benefit of the revival and help the evangelist instead of being a hindrance? "Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation.
Then will I teach transgressors thy ways
and sinners shall be converted unto thee."
(Ps. 51:12, 13.)
Moreover it should be a great help to a
revival, if parents would instruct their
children before the meetings begin concerning the meaning of being a Christian.
They should understand that if they want
t a be followers of Jesus, it is necessary to
confess their sins, make restitution, ask
forgiveness of people whom they have
wronged and forsake all sinful ways.
(Prov. 28:13.) However, so often souls
come to the altar and want to get saved,
but they have no clear idea of the way of
salvation, because they have not been
taught. (Matt. 28: 19-20.) One of our
duties is to instruct those who want to get
saved. (Titus 2 : 4 ; II Tim. 2:25.)
Finally let me say a few words to the
lay members. You can be a wonderful
help to a revival by prompt attendance, by
prevailing prayer and by your conduct. It
is no encouragement to an evangelist when
he finds that people who are able to attend,
stay away from services night after night.
It is still more discouraging when he hears
that some of the members have been going
to some other meetings instead of attending the revival at the home church. And
what has been your conduct during the revival?- Was it pleasing to God?
I am sorry to say this, nevertheless it
is true, that sometimes the conduct of some
church members has not been such as becometh holiness. (Titus 2:3.) It is a hindrance to the revival meetings and discouraging for the evangelist and the new converts, when church members conduct themselves in an unbecoming manner. Ask
yourself these questions: Is my conduct
a help to the meeting or is it a hindrance?
The things that I have said to the evangelist, will they be an encouragement to
him, or will they make it harder for him
to preach? These things are of far greater
importance than many of us realize.
In conclusion let us sum up a few of
the things that have been said. If a revival
meeting is to be conducted in our church
let us do our part in properly advertising
it, giving the exact date and place of the
meeting. And above all, let us be in
prayer for the meeting several weeks in
advance, let us be reconciled to our fellow
men, (Matt. 5:24,) and let us remove all
hindering causes, that when the meetings
begin we can attend every night, and God
can use us to the salvation of souls.
Petersburg, Ont.
"God's preached Word is as good as His
presence."
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VICTORY OVER WORRY
Herbert Lockyer
HAT a world of worry ours is! Worry is driving people mad and is
largely responsible for the alarming increase of lunacy and suicides. Trouble,
anxiety, vexations of mind characterize our
life and worry seems to be the most common and natural thing to do. Yet it is
the most useless, unnecessary, and harmful way out of our anguish. Worry can
whiten the hair before time, fill a life with
misery, fatten the doctor's purse, and extract an almost greater toll of life than
all the physical diseases put together. Let
us thank God that there is victory, even
over worry. Jesus came that we might
have peace.

W

The Cause of Worry
As a gifted physician strives to get at
the root of a disease ere applying an
efficacious remedy, so let us examine some
of the sources responsible for the worry
robbing our lives of so much peace and
pleasure. And of this we are confident,
that there is no reason why multitudes
should live in the dark shadows where
fears haunt them like ghosts.
The Cares of Life
Home cares, business, health, money
matters, and loved ones produce a great
deal of present-day worry. Every fluctuating, threatening circumstance is a signal
for fresh indulgence in worry. But as I
once saw in motto form, "Don't Worry. It
may not happen." What we seem to forget
is the fact that worry, when once formed
as a personal habit, is so difficult to check.
Like ruts in a road that become deeper
with usage, so worry makes inroads upon
our own and others' happiness. A good
slogan to keep before us reads—
"Why worry about tomorrow?
It is always a day away."
The Atmosphere of the World
Is it. not true that often we worry because others worry? Like a fever, worry
is contagious. Worry is of the world, and
we are apt to fall into a worldly way
of looking at things. The world worries
and it has every right to, seeing that it is
away from God.
Christians, however,
breathe a different atmosphere, and should
be free from the way of the world. Worrystricken souls ought to be segregated as
the fever-stricken are to prevent their
troubles from spreading.
Ignorance of God!
Another evident reason for such a malady is ignorance regarding the exact nature of God and His care. Faith fails to
grasp the reality of a living Heavenly
Father. He is not appropriated as "the
hidden source of calm repose." We forget that while there is need of grace there
is also always grace for need. Jesus cor-
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rects undue anxiety when He tells us to
take no thought of the morrow. Of course,
He does not mean that we are to have no
provident thought such as we manifest
when we put something by for a rainy day.
Not to do so is to be worse than an infidel,
Paul reminds us. What our Lord had in
mind was a care-free life made possible by
the surrender of each day with its needs,
into the hands of our bountiful Father
above. When troubled about food, raiment, and other necessities, we are to remember the birds and flowers.
The Curse of Worry
Worry is never a blessing, but always a
bane; never a comfort, but always a curse.
And that it is senseless and foolish can be
proved in a three-fold direction. Yes, and
these three reasons likewise indicate why,
if we are His, we should not be guilty of
such a sin.
Harmful to Ourselves!
Worrying never changes our circumstances in the least degree. As our Lord
expressed it, anxiety cannot add "one bit
to our stature." How can worry possibly
benefit those who indulge in it? Why, it
ruins one mentally, physically, and spiritually. A load of care or anxiety on the
mind upsets the digestion process, produces undernourishment, and thereby unfits one for the responsibilities of life.
Worry deranges the nervous system, robs
a person of sleep, and often causes heavy
doctor's bills. Doctors, however, can do
little for one who worries. The only cure
as we shall later see, is a right relationship
to God.
Harmful to Others!
One who worries imparts a depressed
feeling. It is harmful and annoying to
have about us those who rob us of our joy.
If we are the Lord's we. must realize that
the world waits to see how we bear our
trials and losses. When the reaper robs
our heart and home of some treasure, how
do we act? If those around notice that we
worry and mope, lose heart, go to pieces,
as if we had no source of succor, they have
every right to doubt the reality of our faith
and of God's care. It is imperative for the
sake of others to be brave, peaceful, and
trustful when the sorrows and adversities
overtake us.
Harmful to God!
A worrying Christian contradicts the
sufficiency of divine grace, and damages
the reputation of God as a Father Who
really cares. When such a mental habit
is practiced, we proclaim to others that
God is not able to undertake for us as He
promised to do. Worry sends off deadly
gases, destructive to faith. Fretful doubt
obscures God's face. And worry certainly
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hurts His loving heart. It must grieve the
.Lord to know that although He is Almighty and Beneficent, His children persist in worrying over little things. Faith
in the dark pleases and honors Him. The
couplet has it,
"When worrying we are not trusting,
When trusting, we are not worrying."
Worry, of course, produces doubt in a
three-fold direction:
1. God's love is doubted. Worry implies
that He cares little for His blood-washed
children.
2. God's wisdom is doubted. Worry indicates that He is not able to plan for His
own, that He does not know what is best
for those who belong to Him.
3. God's power is doubted. Worry declares that His grace is not sufficient for
our needs.
Thus, as we have seen, the spirit of worry is calamitous. A surgeon knowing something of the peril of this sin, had placed
in his surgery the words, "Don't worry—
it is wicked." And wicked it is! Many,
agreeing that worry is a useless, senseless
habit, are slow to admit that it is a sin.
And yet, "Whatsoever is not of faith is
sin." God has promised to care for us at
all times. Worry, however, makes Him a
liar. Whittier's beautiful lines are ever a
corrective, if our tendency is to worry and
doubt—
" / know not where His islands lift
Their fronded • palms in air,
I only know I cannot drift
Beyond His love and care."
The Cure of Worry
If there is a life without worry, surely
all of us will want to know and experience
such a care-free existence. If there is a
cure for this ravaging disease, then, let us
proclaim it near and far in this vexatious,
worry-driven world.
Unfortunately, there are those suffering
under this slow form of self-inflicted
suicide, who turn to Christian Science for
relief. Mind, they come to learn, influences
matter. The practitioner asks if the seeker
is worrying about anything. If the answer
is "yes" then the advice is, "Well, stop it!
Go out and smile and be resolved never to
worry again." But such a source, as well
as psychology, does not work.
The word "worry," we are informed, is
from an Anglo-Saxon term meaning "a
wolf," an animal who harries, worries, and
harms. And, if such a wolf as worry is to
be destroyed, it will never be by our own
power or self-thought. Unless the Lion of
Judah takes it in hand to destroy our carping care, then we are without hope. Thank
God, there is relief for those who are harried by the wolf! Would you have a life
without worry, and victory over lurking
fears? Well, here are the ingredients i n a
divine cure.
(Continued on page 63)
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Special Announcements
EVANGELISTIC SLATE
E. J. SWALM, Duntroon, Ont., Can.
February—
Union Grove, Indiana.
Madison Chapel, Indiana.
March—•
Ontario Bible School.
ABNER MARTIN, Elizabethtown, Fa.
tjedar Grove, Pa
Feb. 13
MARSHALL WINGER, Ontario, Canada
Altoona, Pa.—Feb. 7. .
... Grantham, Pa.—Feb. 24-27.
Saxton, Pa.—March 5.
Philadelphia, Pa.—May 7.
BISH. R. I. WITTER, Navarre, Kans.
Upland, Calif., and Chino
March
PROGRAM
For the Sixth Annual Fellowship Meeting of
the Members of the Unitd Zion and Brethren
in Christ Churches, to be held at the Caroline
Street, Brethren in Christ Church, Lancaster,
Penna., Saturday, March 4, 1944, a t 9:45 A.M.
Eastern War Time.
Devotional
Elder Harry Reich, Ephrata, Pa.
Address of Welcome
Henry Hostetter
Washingtonboro Pa.
Topic: What God Wrought
C. N. Hostetter
Grantham, Pa.
Song.
Topic: The Failure a t Kadesh Barnea
Allen Tennis, Lititz, PaNoon Recess
Devotional.
Business Meeting.
God's Purpose for the Church, in the World.
Joel Carlson, Harrisburg, Pa.
Remarks.
Closing Hymn and Prayer.
PLEASE NOTE
The Education Board is conducting a churchwide solicitation for our four church schools.
If you have a contribution you want to make
before March 15 (Income tax dead-line) please
send it to H. G. Engle, Abilene, Kansas, or to
your local Board member. The fund, has now
passed the $17,000.00 mark.
For the General Education.Board
R. H. Wenger, Carlisle, Fa.
To Pennsylvania Districts
Kindly cooperate with Penna. State Council
and send all Council questions and information
regarding delegates to us a t the earliest possible date. Conditions today require longer
time for printing of Program. Your cooperation
is therefore solicited. Send to:
John L. Minter
Penna. State Secretary
Shepherdstown, Pa.

"Congress Looks at the
Conscientious Objector."
This is the title of a book which presents
discussions in the Congress of U. S. relative
to the conscientious objector. The contents
of the book have been taken verbatim from
the Congressional Record, and are printed
without any comment. The book provides
good background materials for an understanding of the regulations governing the
C. 0 . It may be obtained for fifty cents per
copy from the Peace Section of the M. C. C ,
Akron, Pennsylvania.
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"God is always good! Do you think God
is good only when He gives you what you
want or pray for?"

•
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News of Church Activity
Canada
MARKHAM REVIVAL
Our Revival effort commenced on Dec.
8th and continued until Dec. 28th. The
weather and roads were ideal for those
who were privileged to attend. Bish. Ray
I. Witter of Kan. was our evangelist and
God surely used him in presenting the
Truth. The pull was hard but the Holy
Spirit was faithful in driving home the
truth. A number of young people and a
few older ones knelt at the altar, some to
renew their covenant with God and others
for sanctification.
A few afternoon prayer meetings were
held which were a great benefit.
The time seemed all too short as the revival had just nicely begun when Bro. Witter had to leave us. However, God is still
with us and the revival spirit still remains.
May God's blessing continue to be upon
the ministry of our Bro. as he goes to other
fields of service.
Cor. L. W. S.
WAINFLEET REVIVAL
A series of meetings began at Wainfleet
on Sunday, Jan. 2, with Eld. Samuel Lady
in charge. The weather and roads were
good throughout. Bro. Lady came to us
filled with the Spirit and a zeal to declare
the whole counsel of God. There was a
fair co-operation on the part of the church
from the start, but as the meetings continued the interest increased. Much prayer was offered for the salvation of souls,
the sanctification of believers, and the edification of the church in general. Several
day meetings were held in the church for
Bible teaching and intercessory prayer.
Most of the evening meetings were started
with a season of earnest prayer which did
not fail to bring results. The overflow of
the Spirit was present on several occasions.
Quite a number of children were saved.
Several of the members renewed their
covenant with the Lord under the influnce
of the meeting, having become tired of the
indifferent state in which they had been
living. It was encouraging to hear the
tongues that had been silent so long, again
speaking forth the praises of God. We
pray that the resolutions made will be lasting, even until Jesus comes. The meetings
closed Sunday evening, Jan. 23 with a large
attendance, and a number at the altar.
—Jesse A. Sider.

forth God's word by the power of the Holy
Ghost. One outstanding conversion was that
of a man past 80 years old. A number
knelt at the altar of prayer while others
turned again from the pleading voice of the
Blessed Saviour. The attendance was good
during the entire two weeks of meetings
and God gave us lovely weather except the
last Sunday evening. But while showers
were falling on the earth God sent showers
of blessing on the closing night of the meeting. The pre-sermon talks given by Bish.
Swalm were greatly enjoyed. As our Bro.
gave forth the word of God, souls were located and many revived. May the revival
fire burn on in the hearts of each one and
our determination be that neither death, nor
life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come,
nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature shall separate me from the love of God.
NUGGETS
Gleaned from services held in the Abilene Brethren in Christ Church.
There is a victorious life hid in Christ.
Our troubles come to an end when we
tell Jesus about them and trust Him.
Question marks in regard to Christ's
power should not be allowed to lodge in our
hearts.
Men pray when they get into trouble.
They should pray to keep out of trouble.
A greater vision of God strengthens one
from every angle.
The changed life for God has a wholesome
influence upon those about us.
A great weapon in the hands of the devil
is the unfaithfulness of professed Christians.
Exercise what faith you have and it will
grow.
By our life and our testimony we can convince others that there is a God.
When we have a hard problem to solve
God will help us solve it.
Unbelief is the root cause of failure.
Jesus is not limited.
God is not partial to persons but He is
partial to Character.
Prayer changes things.

Kansas

The law of love governs our life and behavior.

ROSEBANK
On Nov. 20 and 21 we had our annual
Lovefeast at Rosebank. We enjoyed the
fellowship of a goodly number of Brethren
and Sisters from our Kansas churches. We
were also privileged to have Bro. Edward
Gilmore and Bish. E. J. Swalm with us.
Our Communion Service on Saturday evening was visited by God's Spirit and souls
were blessed while shouts of victory and
praise rang out.
On Sunday evening Nov. 21 our fall revival began. Bishop Swalm who was our
Evangelist cleared himself before all who
sat under the sound of his voice as he gave

The same spirit that made Christ die for
man makes man sacrifice for his fellowmen.
—Submitted by J. A. K.

Kentucky
GENERAL REPORT
By A. H. Engle
With grateful hearts for the blessing of
the Lord we are glad to report that aside
from a few cases of sickness, none of which
were serious, our group of workers at all
three stations, have been able to carry out
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most of our regular schedule of services.
This schedule consists of 25 preaching services per month, 60 prayer meetings per
month, and 10 Sunday Schools (including
one carried on almost entirely by local
leaders); also 3 young peoples' meetings
per month. Besides these there are revival meetings, vacation Bible schools and
other special services.
We had four revival meetings, 3 one-day
Bible Conferences, and two Communion
services, on our field during the past quarter. These are reported with some details
in our Quarterly Bulletin. We very much
appreciate the ministry of the brethren,
therein named, among us.
Our Quarterly Bulletin also contains a
tabulated report of our 10 Sunday Schools
with a total average attendance of 420.
Notwithstanding some decline in attendance,
due partly to the many individuals and entire families moving off our field during this
period of national emergency, we are encouraged with our Sunday School work.
Also, in our Quarterly Bulletin, we have
given a somewhat detailed account of the
progress of the Gospel Hall work and the
Health Center, at Knifley, supplementing
Bro. Wolgemuth's report. In it we report
local donations of about $200 and 53 days
labor toward the latter project, and plans in
the making for a Dedication.
We appreciate the liberality, locally and
from the church-at-large, which makes possible so favorable a financial report. May
God bless every one who thus shares in this
work.
We also want to gratefully acknowledge
receipt of boxes of clothing, etc., received
on the field from the following sources:
Souderton, Palmyra, Francis Heisey, Fairland Sewing Circle, all of Penna., and Garrett, Ind., and Mrs. Mary Freed, Chicago.
These were greatly appreciated, and used
to great advantage, either in the three mission homes or among appreciative friends
on our freld. Local donations of produce at
all three of our stations are reported in
our Bulletin. May God bless all who have
given.
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR OCT.,
NOV., DEC.
RECEIPTS
Pleasant Grove Congregation
$17.35
Elvin Wilkinson and wife
55.00
Nettie Calhoun
10.00
German and Sallie Richards
1.98
Major and Sallie Richards
1.29
Eula Stavenson
1.00
Beulah Chapel Congregation
9.00
Bloomington Congregation
11.00
Grassy Springs Congregation
6.00
Imogehe Snider
:
2.00
Albert and Margie Engle
4.00
Evangel Chapel Congregation
3.61
W. R. Goodin
7.01
Mrs. W. R. Goodin
,
2.00
Gospel Hall Congregation
1.27
Spout Spring Congregation
2.30
Ruby Clapper
2.00
Harold and Alice Wolgemuth
3.00
Fairview Congregation
.79
Mae Pyles
1.00
Miller Fields Congregation
2.50
Charlene Shepherd
1.00
Tartar Congregation
3.10
Sally Foley
2.00
Alvin Brown
1.00
Warren and Anna Mae Sherman
4.00
Chestnut-Grove, Ohio
73.85
Rev. and Mrs. I. C. Engle, Ohio
3.00
Rev. and Mrs. Wm. Lewis, Detroit
2.00
Daisey Miller, Ohio
8.00
Roy Gingrich, Palmyra, Pa
2.00
Oscar Stump, Indiana
10.00
Mary Peters
5.00
Bro. & Sr. interested in missions, Pa. .. 10.00
Geo. H. Diehl, Avilla, Ind
25.00
Parallel S. S., Okla
16.37
Laura French, Springfield, 0
1.00
Elizabeth Thuma, Ohio
5.00
Waynesboro S. S., Pa
20.00
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David H. Engle, Detroit, Kan
Anna Noel, Upland, Calif. .
Hershey Gramm, Leedy, Okla
Erma Hoke, Clayton, Ohio ..:
Grantham S. S., P a
Balance on hand, Oct. 1, 1943
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thought it best to leave and see her,
which we did, resulting in a nineteen day
By Harold Wolgemuth
"Go ye therefore into the highways and ' absence from the field. We greatly apas many as ye shall find bid to the wed- preciate each one who took a responsibility
ding." We thank God for the privilege! in our absence. God has cared for the
Total Receipts
$454.39 Yes, another year has passed, in which we work and for us, and we are again enjoying
EXPENDITURES
laboring for our Master here.
Garlin: Car account
$56.13 hope and believe our time was profitably
Keep praying—God is working—there's
Table account
39.90 spent for our Lord.
reaping to be done.
Light and fuel
18.44
In October, Rev. John Rosenberry was
Miscellaneous
11.48
with us for an 11-day revival meeting in
Oklahoma
Total Expenditures for Garlin
$125.95 Knifley. This was very well attended, the
Home Evangel: Car, tires $25, repairs
BETHANY NEWS—The days of revivals
$12.61, operating $31.95
$69.56 hall being well filled each night. We were
Table account
30.36 sorry Bro. Rosenberry's time was limited are not over. We praise Him for the wonderLight and fuel
.19.10 because of other engagements.
A few ful revival which we had in our midst justMiscellaneous
11.64 sought the Lord at an altar of prayer.
recently. And although the meetings have
closed our greatest desire and prayer is
Total for Home Evangel
$130.66
There is much sickness in our neighbor- that the spirit of revival will continue to
Fairview: Car (tire, $22.50)
$47.75 hood at present. Because of the difficulty
Jsurn. We are glad to report that one
Table account
19.28
Light and fuel
11.50 of doctors coming into our community on student has definitely prayed through since
account
of
bad
roads,
our
nurse,
Sr.
Arnold,
Miscellaneous
7.56
the meetings have closed.
is very busy. The other sister workers
Total for Fairview
$86.09 here are helping to lighten her burden. In
Our revival started on Dec. 7, with Bro.
Total operating expenses
$342.70
one home that was visited the mother was Samuel Lady as the evangelist, and conQuarterly Bulletin, partial cost of
tinued for three weeks. We wish to express
material and mailing
6.00 very sick and they were greatly in need of
help. After caring for the mother, prayer our appreciation for Bro. Lady's concern
Total Expenditures
$348.70 was made. The next day, in contacting the and untiring effort. Much light was shed
Balance on hand, Jan. 1, 1944
$105.69 family, we learned that she was greatly on our pathway as Bro. Lady brought forth
> «•» i
improved and gave God the honor—to heart-searching and Spirit-filled messages
from God's word. The word did not return
REPORT PROM GARLIN
Whom all honor is due.
void, but as our brother labored so faithBy A. H. Engle
In another home, after the physical
We are glad to report good interest in needs were cared for, the mother looked up fully and the saints held on in prayer souls
were heavily convicted and many knelt at
most of our regular schedule of services.
and poured out her heart, weeping, and said,
For our 28 to 30 prayer meetings per "I believe if I came back to the Lord He the altar of prayer. Some sought the Lord
month which our workers generally attend would help me get well. Pray now for me." to be restored, some to be saved, and
or conduct, we sometimes divide into two After prayer she gave a definite testimony others for sanctification. Many of them
prayed through to a verv clear experience.
parties.
of victory in Jesus.
Several individuals prayed through at home
One of these has been a monthly afterOur Community Health Center at Knifley and many students sought the Lord at the
noon service with "Little Sallie" Richards,
an invalid afflicted with arthritis. This is now taking shape. The building is now school during the Chapel services.
Quite a number of our young married
service, attended by a few neighbors, was a about ready for use. Our community is
source of real blessing. Sometimes there whole-heartedly back of it. Many people people sought the Lord. We were especialwere--inspirational shouts. "Little Sallie" came in while the building was being pre- ly thankful for this as no home can be
anticipated these services greatly; she also pared and after looking around said, "This truly happy or complete without Christ.
anticipated the day when her deformed body is the best thing that ever came to this We realize also that sooner or later the
would be made straight. Recently she an- community." Many gave cash to help in responsibilities of our local church will
swered the call, and we believe is now re- the expenses. This was greatly appreciated fall on their shoulders.
Bishop Eyster remarked that he believed
porting in heaven the blessing derived from and helped the work along. We are hop- this
revival was one of the outstanding
ing that this may be the channel through
these meetings.
ones of recent years. Surely souls who rePray that we may be at our best in all which many people may find the Lord.
fused to take the way missed a golden opour services, and be able to take advantage
portunity that they will not forget throughof the opportunities for helping souls.
out eternity if they are so unfortunate as
REPORT FROM FAIRVIEW
We very gratefully recognize the efficient
to be lost.
By
Warren
Sherman
services of Sr. Engle and our sister helpers
On Nov. 20, we had a communion service
October
brought
us
new
experiences.
Beat Garlin who carry on most of the
in the afternoon. The blessing of God
ing
new
on
the
field,
each
season
brings
services while the writer is away on church
was felt as once more this sacred ordinance
work. I was in Springfield, Ohio for three into our lives mellow chapters of life. Our was observed.
It becomes even more
weeks this quarter laboring with the saints revival services began on Friday night, the sacred as we look forward to the soon rein the salvation of souls. We rejoiced in eighth, with Rev. John Rosenberry and turn of Christ for His saints.
a number of victories for King Jesus. Our wife ministering to us here a t Fairview
On Thanksgiving and the following day
connection with the General Education through the preached Word and song. As our annual Bible Conference was held at
Board of our church and a committee ap- the old-fashioned Gospel gripped hearts, the Bethany church. The two days of the
pointed by General Conference concerning thirty souls responded to the call and twen- conference were truly a spiritual feast. I
doctrinal literature is requiring a great ty-six found Christ to the satisfaction of believe we all felt just a little more thankdeal of time this year, and we are very their need. Saints were strengthened as ful after the Thanksgiving sermon on
glad for dependable help here while thus these servants of God poured out their Thursday morning. Following the sermon
souls for the cause of Christ. Saturday, a few minutes were spent in a heart-felt
occupied.
We regretted that it was necessary in the ninth, was the day of our Love-feast praise service. The keynote of the testiOctober for Sr. Mildred Winger to return and God also met with us on this sacred monies was a thankfulness for Jesus and
what he had done for each one individualhome with her invalid mother, while her occasion.
father, Rev. Marshall Winger, is out in
Aside from the spiritual duties, much
Special music was rendered by the Bible
evangelistic work. We appreciate the help of November was spent by the writer in
of Sr. Esther Ebersole of Palmyra, Pa., the cornfield gathering food for the cow, School students and on Friday afternoon
since Jan. 1.
and in the woods cutting wood for the by a Chorus from the Mennonite church
near Hydro, Okla. Friday afternoon was
Considering the number who have moved winter.
to the young people. Rev. Samuel
December's happenings were unsuspected devoted
out of our corrfmunities, we are gratified
Lady discussed the last topic, "The Three
with the way attendance at our services has and interesting. Butchering time was here Hundred Band." At the close he asked all
• held up. There was a decline of only two and one day a nice portion of meat was the young people who had consecrated
in the total average attendance in our four given to us by one of our neighbors. An- their lives to Christ or those who wished
other day another neighbor gave us some to do so, to gather around the altar. Quite
Sunday Schools.
The bad roads this winter are making meat which caused us to praise God all a large group of young neople responded.
car driving more difficult and expensive. the more for His providential care. Then
Three young men united with the church
Some of us walk as high as 8 miles some the day of days came when ten hogs were and were baptized on Dec. 5th. Our prayer is that God will bless them and make
Sundays, and 6 miles for some prayer meet- butchered and we received more meat.
Word came to us from Pennsylvania that them a great blessing to the church.
ings. God blesses us as we do it as unto
Sr. Sherman's mother was very ill and we
—Mrs. Paul C. Engle, Cor.
Him.
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PHILADELPHIA MISSION REPORT
With the close of this quarter finishes
another year's labor for the Master. What
has been done in 1943 has been done for
eternity and what has been left undone cannot be finished.
We have felt God's presence with us during the last three months. God has met
us individually and collectively and witnessed to our souls. Glory to God.
After greatly fluctuating attendance in
the Sunday School during the summer
months we have now settled down to a
more steady attendance.
During this
quarter eleven new members joined our
Sunday School.
The mid-week prayer meeting started
falling off in September and continued
through November, even though the blessing of the Lord was upon us. We, after
getting God's will, decided to change our
Prayer Meeting night from Wednesday to
Thursday, so that members of other churches might enjoy God's presence with us. In
spite of a seige of the grip in the community, new faces were added to our prayer meetings.
October 17th Sister Emma Crider, who
had labored here over five years, _ was
called home to take care of a sick sister.
A farewell service was held for Sister
Crider with a good turnout by the community.
November 14th, Sister Mary 'Wenger
from Franklin County, Penna., came to
labor with us. We appreciate our new
worker who carries a concern and burden
for lost souls.
During November and December we had
a three weeks' Revival under Elder H. W.
Landis of Des Moines, Iowa. Bro. Landis
didn't pat sin on the back, but exposed it
as such, without apology or respect of persons. The truth went home to hearts and
God is convicting souls. People are beginning to inquire about this experience of
Holiness. We are exepcting God to revive
the 'Dry Bones'. One soul went definitely
through with the Lord and has a ringing
testimony. Even though the outward results were below the expectation, we feel
that many spiritual battles were won for
Jesus. The devil is a defeated foe. God
came down upon us in the afternoon prayer meetings during the revival. One Sunday afternoon the feast was especially
good, and the saints ate so much they began to shout, weep, and laugh. Glory to
God.
During our revival we started a systematic fast for souls, which we now continue as a part of our program. We fast
each Wednesday and Friday with special
prayer each fast-day afternoon.
Perhaps
you would like to enjoy a fast day with us.
Also we have started a prayer service each
Sunday afternoon. God has especially been
meeting with us. This service has been a
great boost to our Sunday night Evangelistic Services.
We also praise God for the way He met
with us during our last Sunday Night
Service in 1943. God was upon us and before our Pastor had opportunity to preach
two -souls came to the altar and found God.
We glorify God and give Him all the praise.
We thank you all for your prayers for
the Lord's work in Philadelphia. We can
feel the prayers of the saints. God bless
you and let's lift up high the banner of
Holiness in 1944, for God's lowest standard
is HOLINESS.
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BENEVOLENT PTXND REPORT
Balance on Hand Oct. 1, 1943
$56.73
Total Receipts for Oct., Nov., Dec
30.04
Total
$86.77
EXPENDITURES
Total Expenditures
$35.94
Balance Dec. 31, 1943
50.83
Total
$86.77
We gratefully acknowledge and thank the
following for gifts of provisions and food
stuffs: Manheim District, Sister William Rosenberry, Harleysville Branch of the Needle
Work Guild of America, Mrs. Mable Buck,
American Store Co., Brother and Sister
Charles Rosenberry, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Rosenberry, Brother and Sister Henry Landis,
(Souderton), The Four Philadelphia Workers.
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR OCTOBER,
NOVEMBER, DECEMBER
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand Oct. 1, 1943
$29.94
John Bennie
1.00
Mr. and Mrs. William Harding
2.00
Tithe Donation
:
10.00'
Mrs. Koch
2.00
Sister Martha Rosenberger
5.00
Pearl Wechinski
2.00
Brother Jessie Heisey
2.00
Brother Wiebe
2 00
Sister Rebecca Shock
1.75
A Friend
10.00
Brother John and Sister Anna Hensell.... 3.00
J. Mark Keefer
_•
10 00
Emmanuel Chapel, Des Moines, Iowa .... 8.00
Mr. and Mrs. David Leber
10.00
Cash
3.36
Chapel Offerings
111.68
Anita Breckbill, Board
65.00
Lovina Jarrell
13 00
Telephone Toll
11.77
Evangelistic Offerings
125.67
Total

$429.17
EXPENDITURES
November-December

Pfint
btamps and Stationery
Kitchen
Milk
Gasoline and Oil for Car
Telephone
Electric
^as,
Coal
Repairing Typewriter
Miscellaneous •
H. W. Landis, evangelist

$ 8.70
14.08
119^84 '
32^20
'.'....'.'.'"".'." 4 40
3o'64
'

19 58

;

Total

Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1943

9.10
35 9 1
750
g'gQ
125.67
$416.22
$12.95

CENTRE COUNTY, PA.
Greetings from Centre County in Jesus'
Precious Name. A Tent Meeting was started
at Potter's Mill on Saturday evening
July 3rd continuing until the 22nd. This
was a new place, and the tent was set up
about a mile outside of the small town. The
attendance was good, with a nice group of
children coming out to the children's meetings. Bro. Abner Martin was the evangelist.
The other workers were Sr. Lois Hennigh
and Katie Rosenberger. A few children
bowed at the altar for forgiveness
On the 10th of October The Male Quartette from Grantham and Bro. Roy Wenger
were at Colyer in the interest of our Church
Schools.
Saturday evening the 16th of October our
Communion Services were held. Our hearts
were bound together in Christian love anew
as our thoughts were turned toward that
memorable night.
On Sunday morning of October 31st we
were privileged to have Sr. Anna Steckley.
Everyone enjoyed her talk about India and
her return to the United States very much.
May the Lord bless her as she goes from
place to place in the interest of India.
Sunday evening November the 28th the
Joint Young People's Meeting of Centre,
Clinton and Mifflin Counties met at Colyer.
Everyone enjoyed the songs and topics.
On Friday evening December 31st a
watch night service was held at Colyer. We
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had the privilege of praying the old year
out and the new year in. Our pastor was
sick and could not be there. But it was a
time of spiritual feasting.—Cor.
NEWS FROM CARLISLE, PA.
A series of evangelistic meetings, with
the ministry of our Pastor, Rev. R. H.
Wenger, Carlisle, was held from Dec. 29
to Jan. 9. There was a good attendance
and interest in the meetings from the very
beginning.
Our Pastor's son, William
Wenger, who is attending Goshen College,
Ind., was here the first Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings. He led the congregation in an inspirational song service
or had special music arranged each evening.
His mimstry in song was much appreciated
by"-all.
Sunday morning, Jan. 2, was decision
Sunday in our Sunday School. After a
stirring message from our Pastor, twelve
young people responded to the call of the
Lord by giving Him their lives. On Sunday
evening, Jan. 2 the Byler quartet from
Goshen College had charge of the service.
The young men gave a program of vocal
music and testimony and David Byler, a
theological student, brought a short evangelistoic message to a full house. The presence of the Holy Spirit was among us.
Monday evening—due to the slippery
roads—the crowd was very small. Those
who were privileged to be there were richly rewarded as Eld. H. G. Brubaker from
California was here and delivered an inspiring message.
Tuesday evening Rev. Strine, Pastor from
the Church of God, preached. This was
the week of prayer and the service for this
evening was held in our church with Rev.
Strine as leader. There was a good representation from the co-operating churches
of the town present.
Wednesday evening was Sunday School
night, with our Supt. J. N. Lehman having
the pre-sermon service. Bro. Lehman is
always interested in the youth of our Sunday School and he again encouraged them
to yield their lives to the Lord while young
and miss the snares the Evil One has set
for them.
Thursday evening the Male quartet from
Messiah Bible College sang for us and
gave their personal testimony during the
pre-sermon hour. We appreciated their
service and wish for them the blessing of
the Lord upon their lives.
The meetings closed Sunday evening,
Jan. 9th, with a full house and good interest. There were many who were in the
valley of decision. We hope and pray they
will not put it off too long. Bro. Wenger's
messages were uplifting and encouraging
to the believers and as we listened night
after night with an open heart, we could
not help being encouraged in the Christian
work.
Mrs. Eber Lehman.
REPORT OF THE GREEN SPRING
REVIVAL
The Brethren of the Mowersville-Green
Spring district started a revival meeting
on November 28 with Eld. Joel Carlson of
the Messiah Light house chapel, Harris-'
burg, Pa., as evangelist. The weather was
ideal for the meetings and the services were
well attended considering the rationing restrictions. Bro. Carlson's messages were
appreciated by the outside people of the
community and a number found new light
at an altar of prayer. After two weeks of
service the meeting closed with a full house.
We wish the rich blessings of God on Bro.
Carlson as he goes forth sowing precious
seed for the Master.
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HOLLOWELL, PA.
A series of evangelistic meetings was held
in the Hollowell Brethren in Christ Church
of Ringgold District from November 28th
to December 12th. Elder Charles W. Rife
from Fayetteville, Pa. was the evangelist.
The church had been praying for a revival a t this place. Bro. Rife came with a
zeal for the work, also a burden for lost
souls and the Lord used him to bring many
deep, heartsearching messages to us which
were much appreciated. The attendance
was good. We thank the Lord for the way
He met with us. The Holy Spirit was faithful, many souls were heavily under conviction until the last night of the meeting.
This was the crowning night of the meeting,
with quite a number of souls bowing at the
altar confessing their sins and nnding a
loving Saviour ready to receive.
Pray for these who sought the Lord at
this place, that they may remain faithful.
Those who. attended these services realized a refreshing within their own souls.
We pray God's richest blessing upon Bro.
Rife as he continues his evangelistic work,
and may he be used of God to the Salvation
of many souls.—Cor.
LOCUST GROVE
A series of evangelistic services was
conducted at the Locust Grove Church.
The services began Jan. 9th and continued
for two weeks, with Bishop R. I. Witter of
Navarre, Kansas in charge. Bro. Witter
came filled with the Spirit and a zeal for
souls.
His messages came from the throne and
were rich and deepening to our spiritual
life. The outside folks of neighboring
churches expressed their appreciation of
the truth as it was brought- forth.
The
weather was favorable and the interest
fair.
The results were not what we would have
liked to have seen yet the Lord alone
knows all the benefits of these meetings.
One soul was saved and a few others knelt
at an altar of prayer for spiritual needs
and hands were raised for prayer.
Pray for this small part of God's vineyard and may the Lord abundantly bless
Bro. Witter in his labor for souls.
Sarah E. Lehman, Cor.
MASTERSONVILLE, PA.
A revival meeting was opened in the
Brethren in Christ Church at Mastersonville on the evening of December 26th, and
continued for two weeks, with Eld. Charles
Rife from Fayetteville, Pa., as evangelist.
Our brother came filled with the Holy
Spirit and brought inspiring messages from
the living Word. Several yielded to the
call of God and set their feet toward
Cannan. Some sought the Lord for a deeper experience. There are many yet who
should accept Christ. We are praying that
the Lord may deepen conviction and that
many more may find Him precious to their
souls.
May the Lord continue to bless Bro.
Rife as he labors in other fields.
Cor.
SPRINGHOPE
On December 26, 1943, Bro. Allen Brubaker of Granville, Pa., came to labor with
us in our revival effort at Springhope. Bro.
Brubaker brought soul-stirring messages
from the Word of God, inspired by His Spirit. Meetings were well attended. Several
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souls sought God at an altar of prayer. We nephews and nieces to mourn their loss.
Two years before this marriage she was
thank God for men who are fearless and converted
and united with the Brethren in
dare to bring the truth in these days of •Christ Church. She will be greatly missed
for
she
was
always faithful and ready to
apostasy. We are trusting God to help us
carry her share of responsibility as a deacon's
to maintain the spirit of revival, and pray wife.
God's blessing upon Bro. Brubaker as he
The first year after marriage they lived
gives his talent to the Lord to be used in near Englewood and attended the Fairview
church. Then they moved to Richland Co.
His service elsewhere.—J. S. Oldham.
ZION MISSION REVIVAL
"With thee is the fountain of life: in thy
light shall we see light." (Psalms 36:9.)
In an effort to draw the attention of the
human family from things perishable to
those eternal, a revival service was conducted nightly at the Zion Mission Church,
Chambersburg, Penna. from November 14,
to Dec. 5. Eld. Marshall Winger was the
evangelist. Bro. Winger proved himself an
able minister of the grace of God. The
well filled house night after night attested
to the interest folks had in these messages.
The number of seekers who responded for
saving grace or sanctifying power, so they
might be definite in their relationship to
God, was the witness that the Holy Spirit
was blessing the truth to the hearts of the
hearers. While we appreciated every move
folks made for the salvation of their souls,
we were concerned at the number who
were satisfied to continue on in indefiniteness, bespeaking a luke-warm condition
which cannot satisfy the soul or edify the
church. God grant that the church everywhere may be aroused from this condition.
Bro. Winger like Paul of old counted not
his own life dear, but gave untiringly of
time and talent so that the gospel might
be heralded forth. As a church we join in
prayer for Eld. Winger that he may have
grace to fulfill the ministry which he received of the Lord and be kept in health
and "prosper even as thy soul prospereth."

— MARRIAGES —
DBAKER-ABBE—The Maple Grove Church at
Rust was the scene of a very pretty wedding,
when Miss Jean Abbe was united in Marriage
with Mr. Leslie Draker. Miss Abbe was one
of our young people of the Sunday School. Our
prayers follow these young people as they
begin life together.

— OB I T U AR I ES —
AIiBRIOrHT— Bro. James Albright passed
from this life Nov. 10, 1943. Bro. Albright
suffered much with asthma and dropsey during
his life time. The last two or three years his
heart became very bad and at last he succumed.
He also was very deaf and labored under a
very great strain. His last testimonies were of
victory. While we held our Sunday School in
the Rust Townhall he was our janitor. When
we moved into our new church he said if we
thot him worthy he would still like to be janitor for the church: which he did until a few
weeks before his passing.
He leaves to mourn, his wife Mattie, a
married daughter, Mrs. Lavina Robinson, three
sons, John of the U. S. Army, William and
Ezra at home and an infant daughter Betty
Ruth.
He had reached sixty-one years of age. Interment was made in the Hillman Cemetery.
Funeral services were in the Maple Grove
Brethren in Christ Church, Rust, with Bishop
Henry Schneider and Elder Jos. VanderVeer
in charge.
BETZ—Myrtle Hershey, oldest daughter of
Bro. B. F. and Sr. Maria Hershey of Pavonia,
Ohio, was born Sept. S, 1873, and died Jan.
14, 1944, aged 70 years, 4 months and 8 days.
On Dec. 23. 1897, she was united in marriage
to Bro. William Betz of Englewood, Ohio. To
this union were born two daughters, Florence
and Martha who preceded her in death. She
leaves a devoted husband, two brothers, Clark
of near Ashland, Ohio, and Emmett on the
home farm near Pavonia, and a number of

near Pavonia, and resided in this community
until the time of her death. She was a devoted wife and mother, giving her best to her
family, friends and church. Her life's work
was completed rather unexpectedly because of
heart failure.
The funeral service was held in the Chestnut Grove Church, conducted by Bish. M. L.
Dohner. Text, Rev. 21:14. He was assisted
by Bish. W. J. Myers and Eld. Ernest Dohner.
Interment in the adjoining cemetery.

^.CEOMWELl—Thomas Cromwell of Clear
Ridge, Fulton Co., Pa., died Dec. 2. He was
nearly eighty years of age. He leaves his
wife and four children to mourn. Thomas was
born on the Cromwell homestead. His parents
gave a piece of ground to build a church
named the Cromwell Church. He was a member of the Church for years but fell into sin.
A revival meeting was held at this church by
thd Brethren in Christ last fall, at which
time the Cromwell family renewed their covenant with the Lord.
He died of a heart attack while plowing
with the tractor. Happily he was ready to
go when his summons came. The last evening
of the meeting he expressed a desire to be
with the Lord.
The funeral was held in the Cromwell
Church with a host of friends and neighbors
in attendance. The evangelist of the revival,
Eld. H. O. Musser, of Elizabethtown, Pa., was
called upon to conduct the funeral service. The
text used, Heb. 7:12.
EBT—Sr. Elizabeth Eby, wife of John W.
Eby, of Campbelltown, Penna., passed to her
rest on t h e 14th day of January, 1944, at the
age of 67 years, 6 months, 16 days. She was
happily converted and united with the Brethren in Christ church about 35 years ago, and
remained faithful to her Lord and the church
unto the end. She leaves to mourn her departure her husband, and the following sons
and daughters, Viola, wife of John Seltzer, of
Palmyra, Edgar, of Hershey, Caroline, wife of
Oscar Wagner, of Palmdale; John Jr. and
Charles' E. of Campbelltown. Also surviving
are 12 grandchildren and one great grandchild;
one sister, Mrs. Sadie Haldeman of Lawn, and
one brother, John H. Bowman, of Hershey.
Funeral services were conducted by Elder
Henry K. Kreider and assisted by Elder J. Amnion Kreider of the United Christian Church,
in the U. C- Church at Campbelltown. Interment in the Gravel Hill Cemetery near Palmyra. Text chosen by the departed sister, II
Tim. 4:7-8.
EDWARDS—Samuel Judson Edwards of
Wheeler, Michigan, was born in Ohio, Oct. 3,
1865, and departed this life Dec. 29, 1943, a t
the age of 78 years, 2 months and 25 days.
In 1899 he was united in marriage to Miss
Ella Schrader of Miami county, Ohio. To this
union were born two children: Howard and
Mary.
They united with the Brethren in Christ
Church in Pleasant Hill, Ohio, where they
lived until the year 1913, when they moved
to Michigan. At about the same time the new
work was started at Merrill, Mich., in which
he took an interest from that time until the
day of his death. He, with his faithful wife,
had been janitor of the church for a number
of years and he was there at his place the
Sunday before he passed away. He died sitting in his chair shortly after eating his supper, seemingly without a struggle.
He leaves to mourn their loss his wife, a
son, Howard, of Saginaw, and a daughter,
Mrs. Mary Risley of Breckenridge, Mich. Five
grandchildren, a sister, Mrs. Walter Warren
of Alliance, Ohio, a brother, Howard, of Massillon, Ohio, many nieces and nephews living
in Ohio, and many friends and neighbors in
the community also survive.
Funeral services at the Brethren in Christ
church were conducted by Bishop Henry
Schneider, assisted by Elder G. G. Lyons. Interment in Breckenridge Cemetery.
EICHIEK,—Henry Eichler of Florin, Pa.,
died Dec. 15, 1943, at the age of 87 years. His
wife preceded him in death by some years. He
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tense suffering she manifested the wonderful
graces of God in patience, gratitude, and
thanksgiving. She testified that nothing of this
world mattered, this world was dark but all
was bright beyond. At different times she expressed her desire to go to be with her Lord,
and spent much time in communion with Him.
Her entire life could be summed up in her own
words, "Tell them I love them all." Truly a
Mother in Israel has gone to her reward.
She leaves to mourn their loss her husband,
Eld. Henry W. Landis, son, Captain S. N.
Landis in the Medical division of the Army
Air Corps in Brazil, Mrs. Levi C. Nissly, Jr.,
Dallas Center, Iowa, Mrs. Ira J. Hoover, UniPARKER—Charles Albert Farner of -Ship- versity Park, Iowa, and Blanche and Miriam
pensburg, Pa., died in the Chambersburg hos- Landis, both at home; Ave grand children; and
pital from a ruptured blood vessel, aged 59
two brothers, Walter Nicklaus of Mayfair, Pa.,
years, 9 months and 18 days. He is survived and Neal Nicklaus of Philadelphia, Pa.; two
by his second wife, who was converted a few sisters, Mrs. Howard Yoder, of West Bristol,
Pa., and Mrs. George Paulus of Grantham, Pa.
years ago in a Brethren in Christ revival
meeting. Mr. Farner in earlier life was a She was preceded in death by her son Henry
Hartman.
member of the United Brethren church of
Shippensburg. He is survived by several sisFuneral services were conducted by Bishop
ters and one brother. Funeral services were
R. I. Witter who was assisted by Eld. C. R.
conducted by Eld. Wm. M. Asper in the "Van
Nissly and Eld. Abner Martin. For the service
Scyoc funeral home in Shippensburg. Inter- at the home Elder C. R. Nissley read Proverbs
31:10-31. As the scripture was read we were
ment in the Spring Hill Cemetery.
touched and moved, for how well our dear departed
one truly answered this description of
GINDER—Bro. Clarence G. Ginder, of near "A Virtuous
Woman."
Elizabethtown, Pa., was born April 26, 1852,
At Gospel Temple Philipians 1:21, "For to
and died January •• 4, 1944, aged 91 years, 8
me to live is Christ, and to die is gain," was
months and 8 days.
text chosen by Bishop Witter. The mesHe is survived by six children, Joseph, Liz- the
sage
outline was "Without Christ, In Christ,
zie, 'and Katie of Elizabethtown, Abram of
For
Christ, and With Christ," such a well
Bainbridge and Mrs. Aaron Ruhl and Mrs. chosen
and timely message and such an opporFannie Heistand of Manheim, also 7 grand- tunity to
give God's Word for the church was
children and 2 great-grandchildren. The fol- filled
to
overflowing with both those in Christ
lowing brothers and sisters also survive: Mrs. and without
Christ.
Lizzie Horner of Hummelstown, Mrs. Barbara
The Men's Quartette from Kletzing College,
Reed, Peter and Monroe of Kansas, and HarUniversity
Park,
Iowa sang "Asleep in Jesus,"
rison of Colorado.
"No Disappointment in Heaven," "Only Glory,"
The funeral services were held at the Mt. "Sunrise
Tomorrow," and "The Eastern Gate."
Pleasant church, conducted by Elder H. O.
Interment was at Pine Hill Cemetery.
Musser assisted by Elder C. H. Moyer and
Elder Monroe Dourte. The text used, Psalms
MARTIN—Emma Ebersole Martin was born
17:15.
near Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, February
28, 1867. When about twelve years of age, she
HITZ—Sr. Barbara E. Hitz was born August
came to Clarence Center, New York. About
17, 1877, and died Jan. 10, 1944, aged 66 years,
the year 1885, . she accepted Christ as her
4 months and 23 days. She is survived by the
Savior and united with the Brethren in Christ
following brothers and sisters; Jacob Hitz and
church of Clarence Center, of which she reMrs. Sallie Hoffman, Palmyra, Pa., David Hitz
mained a faithful member until the time of
and Sr.-Katie Moyer, Elizabethtown, and Cy- her
sudden death. She passed away Tuesday
rus Hitz, Birdsboro, Pa.
evening, December 14, 1943, being ill only a
Sr. Hitz was engaged in Home Mission work very few minutes.
for more than thirty years. She served at
On February 28, 1895, she was united in
the Philadelphia mission for about twenty
to Orlando Martin, who survives to
years. The last few years she spent a t Rid- marriage
mourn her loss. Besides her husband, she is
dlesburg, Pa.
survived by the following children: Lista, wife
Sr. Hitz labored faithfully for her Lord and
of Rev. Ray Heisey, Upland, California; VerMaster. She was interested in seeing souls non, Ethan, Emerson, and Melba, all of Clarsaved and won from a life of sin. Her passing ence Center. Seventeen grandchildren, two
leaves a vacancy in the Riddlesburg Mission brothers and one sister also survive. She was
in the Brethren in Christ Church, and in her
devoted to her home, to the church, and to her
family.
Lord, whose purpose she desired to have
Funeral services were held at Riddlesburg wrought out in her life.
and at Elizabethtown, Pa. They were conductFuneral services were held Sunday aftered at Riddlesburg by Eld. Abner Martin, and
noon, December 19, from the Brethren in
at Elizabethtown by Bishop Jacob T. Ginder Christ church in Clarence Center. Eld. J. N.
and Eld. H. O. Musser.
Hostetter officiated, assisted by Eld. Elwood
Flewelling. Text: I Corinthians 15:55, "O,
death where is thy sting?" Remains were
LANDIS—Sister H. W. Landis, wife of Eld.
laid to rest in the Clarence Center cemetery
H. W. Landis, was born on November 28, 1889
to await the summons of the resurrection
and departed this life to be at home with her
Lord January 15, 1944. The time of her pilgrim morning.
journey was 54 years, .1 month, and 18 days.
She was the daughter of Jacob and Louise
SMITH—Christian Smith, aged 65 years,
Nicklaus of Philadelphia, Pa. At the age of : operator of the Smith Fruit Farm near Air
sixteen at her first call she accepted Christ as Hill Church, passed to his eternal reward from
her Saviour, at the Philadelphia Mission, and
his home at 9:30 January 8, 1944. He had
there united with the Brethren in Christ been in failing health for six years.
Church. On February 23, 1910 she was united
Mr. Smith is survived by his wife, Sr. Susan
in marriage to Henry W. Landis, also of Phil- Smith, two daughters, Mrs. Arthur Gettel and
adelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Paul Foltz; one son, Arthur G., a t home;
In 1912, at the request of Bishop J. R. Zook,
six grandchildren, and one brother, Frank
Bro. and Sister Landis came to Des Moines to
Smith.
assist in the Mission Work. At the death of
For comfort during his illness, Mr. Smith
Bishop Zook in 1919, the work of the church resorted to prayer and Bible reading. Funeral
in Des Moines was placed in charge of Bro. services were held from the home on January
and Sister Landis, and Sister Landis became
11, 2 p. m., and a t the Air Hill Church, conMother of the Mission home.
ducted by Revs. Harvey Musser and Daniel
During the last twenty-four years, in addi- Burkholder. Burial in Air Hill Cemetery.
tion to rearing her family, she served as
Mother, Counselor, and Guide to the young,
WEIMER—Paul J. Weimer, son of Ira and
middleaged, and the aged from all walks and
stations of life'. Through her service she won Rosella Weimer, was born Aug. 2, 1916, and
departed
to be with the Lord Jan. 20, 1944, at
her way into the hearts of the church in Iowa
the age of 27 years, 5 months and 18 days.
a n d ' S o u t h Dakota and the many throughout
the United States who in their travels found
Dec. 25, 1935, he was united in marriage
hospitality at the parsonage in Des Moines.
with Reba M. Coate. To them were born two
For the past thirteen years she has been a daughters, Shirley Anne and Sharon Louise.
Besides his wife, his two children and his
living miracle of the healing power of God
parents, he is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
in that, despite the fact of her very high
blood pressure, she has been enjoying good
Ethel Shoup and Mrs. Mildred Brumbaugh.
health and able to carry on her usual activities
One brother, Daniel, preceded him in death
until one month before her departure. During some years ago. Dec. 8, 1940, Mr. and Mrs.
her brief illness of four weeks of constant, inWeimer became members of the Fort McKinleaves to mourn one sister, Mrs. Dyer of Florin, also six sons and one daughter: John, Donald, Grover and Mrs. Frances Liggins of -Florin; Harry of Middleburg, Pa.; Abram of Buffalo, N. Y., and William of Rhode Island.
Henry was converted young and worshipped
with the United Brethren church. The last
years the Brethren in Christ were in close
touch with him. He suffered greatly toward
the last but died with victory in his heart.
Funeral services were conducted by Eld. H.
O. Musser and Eld. C. H. Mover using as a
text II Timothy 4:6, 7, 8.
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ley Church of the Brethren. Until his homei going he continued an active and devoted
member of the church he loved.
* By his pleasing personality and his fine life
he endeared himself to a large circle of
friends in the church and in the community.
Many are the tributes of respect and high regard expressed by those who had the privilege
of personal contact with him in daily life.
WENGEBT—J. Andrew Wengert of Shippensburg, R. R. 3, was born September 14,
1871, and died January 4, 1944, aged 72 years,
3 months and 20 days. Bro. Wengert was converted in the year 1904 and united with the
Brethren In Christ the same year, remaining a
faithful member until the Lord called him
home. In 1927 he was elected to the deacon's
office in the Mowersville-Green Spring district,
and served the church faithfully until the time
of his death. His wife preceded him in death
in 1937. He is survived by the following
children: Norman S. on the home farm, Paul
A. of Chambersburg, R. R. 2, Bertha J. of the
Saxton Mission and Mrs. Eber Hock of Shippensburg, R. R. 3; by two brothers, Harry of
Marion and Jacob of Shippensburg, R. R. 2;
Ave sisters, Mrs. Daniel Brechbiel and Mrs.
Philip Dice of Chambersburg, R. R. 4, Mrs.
Oliver Bittinger of Shippensburg, R. R. 3,
Mrs. William Clippinger Newburg, R. R. 1 and
Mrs. William Elliott of Chambersburg, R. R.
4. Funeral services were in charge of Eld.
Wm. M. Asper, assisted by Eld. Ebbert Stayman and Bish. Laban W. Wingert, text Matt.
25:21, second clause, "Well done, thou good
and faithful servant." Services and burial at
the Air Hill church.
- WIDEMAN — Clara (Gayman) Wideman
peacefully passed away in Stouffville hospital
Oct. 4th, 1943, in her 67th year. She was married to Christian Wideman who preceded her
in death. She leaves to mourn her loss one
step-daughter and two sisters besides a host
of relatives and friends.
Early in life she became a Christian and
united with the Mennonite church. Later she
became a member of the Brethren in Christ
church of Markham District.
The Ontario Bible School was held in her
home in Gormley several years before being
moved to Fort Erie.
Funeral services were held in Heise Hill
church, conducted by Eld. Jos. Cober, assisted
by Eld. Thomas Reesor (Mennonite) and others of the home ministry.
Interment in Heise Hill Cemetery.
"MOTHER HAS FALLEN ASLEEP"
"Mother was tired and weary,
Weary with toil and with pain;
P u t up her glasses and rocker,
She will not need them again.
Into Heaven's mansions she's entered,
Never to sigh nor weep;
After long years with life's struggles,
Mother has fallen asleep."
"Near other loved ones we will lay her,
Low in the church yard to lie;
And though our hearts are near broken,
Yet we would not question 'Why?'
She does not rest neath the grasses,
Though o'er her dear grave they creep;
She has gone into the Kingdom,
Mother has fallen asleep."
"Rest the tired feet now forever,
Dear wrinkled hands are so stiff;
Blast of the earth shall no longer
Throw over our loved one a chill.
Angels through Heaven will guide her,
Jesus will still bless and keep;
Not for the world would we wake her.
Mother has fallen asleep."
"Beautiful rest for the weary,
Well deserved rest for the true;
When our life's journey is ended
We shall again be with you.
This helps to quiet our weeping,—
Hark, Angel music is sweet;
He giveth to His beloved,
Beautiful, beautiful sleep."
"They had finished her crown in glory, and
she couldn't stay away from the coronation."

"We may wonder what God saw in us
when He saved us. But God not only sees
what we are, He knows what we may become."
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Foreign
September A t Sikalongo
Esther
"The

love

of

Mann

Christ

constrainet
us."
—II Cor. 5:U.
" \ A / H E N someone asked a missionary
V V if he liked his work in Africa, he
replied: Do I like this work? No, I do not
like being alone out in the bush, away from
European civilization for months at a
time; away from anything which is uplifting; only surrounded by dark skinned
brothers who cannot think "white" just the
same as it is almost impossible for us to
think "black". —Do I like i t ! ! BUT IS A
MAN TO DO NOTHING FOR CHRIST
HE DOES NOT LIKE? God pity him.
Liking or disliking has nothing to do with
it. We have orders to "GO", and we go.
Love constrains us. Such a love begets the
strength to do the 'all things'."
—Missionary Review.
Let us obey His orders to 'Go'—only in
His strength are we able to do so. Let us
not be afraid of the scars of battle.
In thinking back over the month there
has not been anything so especially outstanding, only usual routine of the work,
line upon line, here a little and there a
lot, each worker in his place, doing his
best.
Evangelistic
Work: Samuel Miunda our
evangelist has been out in the villages,
holding meetings at the various schools
during the month. He reports that in the
midday services the attendance has not
been so large because many of the people
are rebuilding their houses and many are
moving into new villages, but then in the
evening services around the fire, there have
been good crowds. There seems to be a
good response, quite a few have professed
conversion. Pray that these babes in Christ
will be led aright.
Outschool Visitation: Roy has again made
his visit to the various schools, and as
usual he had services with the people. It
is encouraging to see the people make
progress spiritually in the out-schools,
even though it is slowly. Many times we
have remarked about the great change that
takes place when the people, boys and
girls, have had mission contact. There is
much more of a refinement and culture
to them.
Industrial Work: The industrial classes
have been building various houses, all of
sun dried brick (not burned). Several of
the houses have been for the teachers, also
a Central Day School house. There is constantly a rebuilding and replacing of old
buildings, and repairing of more permanent ones.
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Missions
Again, more farming has been done,
getting more land under cultivation. In all
these things we are teaching the African
better ways of living.
We are living in the wilderness:
You
might think so after reading the following.
I think before, we mentioned about two
lions wandering around here in the district,
and quite a number of cattle were killed
in various villages. One night two cattle
were killed only several hundred yards
from our house. (The cattle happened to
be village cattle) We saw their tracks the
next morning but did not see the lions.
Several weeks later four elephants were
seen about four miles from the mission.
They did not seem to do any damage, only
walking .through on investigation, no
doubt.
This month too we have gone in for
crocodile eggs. In the river not so far
from the house a nest of over 30 eggs was
found. They were buried in the sand on the
bank. Then several days later some other
nests were found. The egg is somewhat
larger than a goose egg with a much harder
shell. Some of the natives say they are
good to eat but we did not try them out;
we still have plenty of chicken eggs. It
might seem as though we are living in the
•wilds, but you need not worry; these have
been unusual happenings, and no doubt

Pray For One Another
/ cannot tell why there should come to me
A thought of some one miles and miles
away,
In swift insistence on the memory,
Unless a need there be that I should
pray.
Too

hurried oft are we to spare the
thought,
For days together, of some friends away;
Perhaps God does it for us, and we ought
To read his signal as a call to pray.
Perhaps, just then, my friend has fiercer
fight,
And more appalling weakness, and decay
Of courage, darkness, some lost sense of
right;
And so in case he needs my prayer, I
pray.
Friend, do the same for me. If I intrude
Unasked upon you, on some crowded
day,
Give me a moment's prayer as interlude;
Be very sure I need it; therefore pray.
—Missionary Tidings.
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it will be years before we see any others.
Game in general is very scarce around
Sikalongo. Peter was gone for several days
last week hunting down in the hills but
he only shot one eland, an animal belonging to the deer family.
Again we are thankful for Bro. Brubaker and party's safe arrival on the field.
As yet some of us in Northern Rhodesia
have not seen them but we trust to meet
the Brubakers in the near future, as they
will be visiting us in N. Rhodesia.
We thank God for His continued presence and for your prayers.

Kill That Cock
/ . E. Hershey
" / " " \ H , HUBBY, come and sit down and
**-/ let me tell you about the awful case
we have at the hospital," said my wife
when I returned from an outschool trek.
A man from Mapane school was in a
fight and his nose was bitten until the flesh
was completely laid open on the right side.
Even a small piece was missing at the top.
Sister Martha Kauffman, had just returned from America, and she was called
to help with the delicate suturing. Together they reshaped the lacerated nose
and patiently stitched the severed parts.
The fight occurred at the beer party
which prolonged into the night. The victim should not have been associated with
this heathen brawl. About twenty years
ago he was learning as a boy under Overseer Dube, who was then teacher at Mapane. He repented and entered the Inquirer's Class and was a very promising
young man. Even today he is outstanding
for his craftmanship in furniture making.
Many are the homes which possess beautifully carved tables, chairs, and cupboards
which he has created from semi-hard wood
cut from the native forest.
Both men were badly bitten as they went
out into the darkness alone to settle their
differences while in a half-responsible
drunken stupor. A woman heard them
• while on her way home and returned to
report. The whole drunken crowd rushed
to the scene to separate the angry, intoxicated feudists. The other man had a piece
bitten from his left ear, the index finger
on the left hand Was bitten as can not be
imagined possible save by beast, and general bruises and scratches covered his
body, while his garments hung in shreds.
When Nkombane, awoke at his home and
was told the state of his nose he wanted
his Missionaries. He had confidence they
could sew his nose and replace the missing
piece the same as he glued boards together. He demanded some one to hunt for
the piece which was missing. They'rushed
to the neighboring village and found it in
the dust where they were scuffing. They
brought the piece to him and he argued

V
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that the Missionary could sew it on for
him. It was getting dry and needed washing so he ordered it to be put into a basin
of water. Then he would carry it with him
to Mtshabezi Hospital. A hen with her
grown flock of chicks were, as was their
custom, scavenging around for morning
food when one of the largest roosters
passed the basin and plucked out for a
morsel the human flesh which the owner
was reviving. A conflicting discussion followed. The grandmother pointed out the
particular fowl which thieved the piece of
nose. The owner cried, "Kill that cock
and get my nose." The cock was killed.
It proved to be the right one and the human flesh was retrieved intact from the
craw. They started for the hospital with
it securely wrapped in a cloth.
Nkombane may have backslid, may have
left the church, may have taken a second
or polygamous wife, may have taken to
excessive drinking and may have fought
like a vicious beast; but he remembered
in a time of grevious trouble his Missionaries and their practised gospel. He would
again seek their mercy and help for he saw
his mistake in leaving them. The gospel
seed sown twenty years ago can not return void. A new spirit and a new life
awaits the prodigal.—Mtshabezi. Mission.

What

Now?

W

E have been reading some of our latest missionary study books, and are
surprised and chagrined that, with all the
wealth of the home church, our precious,
burdened, over-worked missionaries have
to grapple with problems that rob them
of precious time and strength, which could
easily be handled with only some of the
money that is spent at home on fine homes,
fine cars, fine attire, fine furniture, etc.,
etc.

Listen to this, a missionary speaking,
"It is now breakfast time, but before we
can reach the table, word comes to us that
a woman wants to see us. Our cattle have
broken into her garden, and she feels
badly about it.
Breakfast must wait
awhile, as we go down one or two miles
away, to ascertain what damage has been
done." No matter how pressing other
things may be, she must attend to this
matter, which with stronger fences, could
be permanently remedied. Only the price
of a new coat, or that pleasure trip would
fix it all up. Listen again: "Just as we
enter the mission grounds a man meets us
and tells us the tongue of the water wagon
is broken. Nothing to do but make a new
one. After getting operations started in
that direction, we attempt to get our
breakfast."
Now the missionary is not complaining,
she is only telling us the every day happenings on the mission field, as she has
been requested to do. Let us see that they
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have more of our hoarded money, and they
Satanized
won't need to send in reports like these.
"While we are eating, one of the mis- • I I E R E ' S a sentence culled from an original
sionaries sends over a workman to tell us
I composition by a Standard IV boy.
there is no more water with which to mix "The witch-doctors in Africa," he says,
the cement, where they are putting up a "have Satanized the people. Now the misbuilding, and unless some can be gotten, sionaries have come to Christianize them."
the work will have to stop. We sigh, and How aptly the thought was expressed.
for the hundredth time lift our hearts in "Christianize"—to make them become
prayer, for the long looked for water Christ-like. "Satanize"—to cause to besystem." How much longer will they have come Satan-like. And how clearly in this
to look and sigh?
dark land one sees the contrast between
We think we hear some say, "Why I light and darkness—Life and death.
pay my tithe regularly, I am a strict
"Ndona won't you pray for me," asked
tither!" That's fine, but did you know one Christian woman recently. "My husthat the tithe was set for the poor man, band has given himself over to Satan's
and not for the rich man? or for the well- work." Then she went on to tell some of
to-do? The tithe is the least that a poor the difficulties of her home life these days.
man can give, but there is no limit to the Her husband was an evangelist—the first
giving of a rich man; for God looks upon African evangelist I ever met—but now,
what is left after he has given, and he is sick in body and in mind and heart he has
• judged by what is left, not by what he has chosen "the path of least resistance" and
given. For God can see into the pocket drifted back into customs of other days.
book, and knows how the ledger reads in
But here is old Mwene Motorido—a "big
the bank, and since it all belongs to God
chief" in these parts. Only a few short
anyway, we should be careful how we
years ago a stranger to Christ, intent on
hoard or spend God's money.
the heathen customs surrounding him. Now
Colgate started with a tenth, then as God he and his wife (both baptized Christians)
prospered him, he gave 2 tenths, then a are real "lights" for Christ in their dishalf of his entire income, until there was trict. "It is wonderful to see how Mwene
no limit. But why talk to people about Mutondo has grown to love the Lord" is
giving? It is only an index to the con- the witness of the teacher there.
dition of the heart. The man or woman
And poor old Eliya. He is not a chief.
that puts self first, who is not on the altar, He is just a poor old leper with only
needs to repent,, then die out to the old stumps of hands and feet and it takes
carnal nature; and then they will gladly many painful stumbling steps to reach the
and cheerfully give all they are able to "isolation" huts of hospital. "Oh yes," he
give.—Selected.
says, "my feet are gone. But my heart is
happy". And so this once "Satanized" now
"Christianized" leper goes about preaching
"God's smiles of approval on the part to those still held in bondage and causing
of your obedience toward Him will far out- men to turn to Jesus whom he loves.
Truly He is "able to save to the utterweigh the scorns of disapproval received
most"—and
able to keep His saved ones
from some 'so-called' friends."
too. "Satanizing" influences are many—
the Light of Life so little known, powers
of tradition at times almost overwhelming.
"Helping Together By Prayer"
But we remember that "He Who never lost
a battle will not be defeated now" and so
A H E L P E R HERE TO O N E ON THE FIELD
we press on to wrest little by little the
enemy's stronghold from him in the
/ like to feel that, though on earth
strength of Him Who is "stronger than
We never meet,
the strong man".
Yet we may hold a fellowship
Selected—W. M. Hunter.
At God's dear feet.
I like to feel in all the work
Many of our failures sweep us to highThou hast to do,
er heights of success which we had never
That I, by lifting hands of prayer,
hoped for in our wildest dreams. Life
May help thee, too.
is a successive unfolding of successful
failures. Failure is one of God's eduI like to think that in the path
cators leading men to higher things and
His love prepares,
Thy steps may sometimes stronger prove the revelation of other ways and paths
hitherto untrodden.—Publisher Unknown,
Through secret prayers.
known.
I love to think that when on high
Results we see—
Perchance thou wilt rejoice that I
Without conviction the natural man is
Thus prayed for thee.
more corrupt than he will readily ac—The News Letter of the Sudan United knowledge. Confessions follow deep'conMission.
viction.
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OUR SUNDAY SCHOOLS
B»
This Department, conducted by the General S. S. Board, appears in the first issue of each month.
All materia] for this Dept. should be sent to C. W. Boyer, Sec'y, 2101 Windsor Road, Dayton, O.
This is the companion article to the one
well as others have done. The trouble is
appearing- in the J a n u a r y 3 issue of the Visitor,
not in our situation but in ourselves. For
and to which reference was there made. If
you will review t h a t article and then read this,
Sunday Schools can be built. That has
it will mean more to you.—Editor.

Things That I Know I Know
CONCERNING SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK

Joe T. Odle
HAVE found that there are many things
that I do not know. There were several
Ithings
that I thought I knew . . . and some
that I thought my teachers knew; but I
have found that they didn't know and that
I didn't know. Truly, I know much less
than I knew . . . but my thinking, no, I
mean my talking is to be on the things that
I know I know concerning Sunday School
work.
1 . 7 know first of all that THERE IS NO
GREATER
WORK THAT ANY OF US
CAN DO THAN
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
WORK.—I have considered that statement
carefully and the more I have "thought"
about it the more sure I have been that it
is true. The Sunday School is'one of the
greatest places for Christian service that
can be found. This is true because of what
it is , . . the teaching service of the greatest organization in the world, the church.
It is greatest because its textbook is the
greatest book in the world, the holy Word
of God. It is the greatest work because its
constituency is God's greatest creation,
man. It is greatest because its purpose is
the greatest aim . . . to bring people to the
world's greatest object . . . the Lord Jesus
Christ. Its results are the greatest . . .
saved souls and changed lives. I feel certain that you will all agree that there is
no greater field of service than this.
The Sunday School is not a passing
fancy, riding a tide of popularity, but a
great everlasting program, born in the
heart of God, implanted in the Word of
God, and carried on through the efforts of
men and women who love God, His Word,
and human souls.
Let us never belittle our task, by some
statement such as "I'm only a Sundav
School worker," for ours is an exalted
position in the greatest field of service. I
know that this is true.
2. The second thing that I know is that
SUNDAY SCHOOLS CAN BE BUILT.—In
large churches and in small, in country and
city, in great stone building or humble log
house, every Sunday School can grow. People can be reached. The Word of God can
be taught. Souls can be saved. The saved
can be enlisted. Sunday Schools can be
built.
We must never feel that ours is a peculiar situation and that we cannot do as

happened in thousands of churches all over
our Southland.
Attendance has been
doubled, tripled, and multiplied many
times in some instances. I have seen our
own school grow to almost three times its
original size. I know that Sunday Schools
can grow.
Sunday Schools can be built.
3. There is. a third thing that I know
and that is THAT SUNDAY
SCHOOL
BUILDING IS WORK.—lt is not wishing.
It is not hoping. It is not envying. It is.
not dreaming. It is planning work to build
and working those plans. It is work that
demands the very best that is in us. It is
work that commands our last ounce of
strength. It is work that means thinking,
planning, studying, praying, organizing,

Gleanings For Sunday School
Workers
C. W. Boyer
"A mistake is evidence that some one has
tried to do something."
If what you did yesterday still looks
big to you, you haven't done much today."
"Difficulty is sand thrown on the tracks
to keep you from skidding."
"Children brought up in Sunday
are seldom brought up in court."
"A few achievements
faith of your School."

School

are tonics to the

"A teacher should prepare the next Sunday's lesson early in the week, then review
it daily, weave it into his daily devotions,
pray daily for light upon its meaning."
"The Petrified Forest is grand for sightseers, but beware of Petrified
Sunday
Schools."
"James A. Garfield, when teaching in
Hiram College, was once asked how he
managed to hold the close attention of his
students so closely. His instant reply was,
'I never give my students cold victuals'."
"Back of the work of every Paul
multitudes
of unheralded
and
heroes that were content to be in
shadows while another was crowned
spot light of the ages."

stand
unsung
God's
in the

"The best teachers are not those who
master their messages, but whose messages
master them."
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visiting, and perhaps denying, and weeping, and repenting.
It is work that must be done continually,
not spasmodically; it must be daily, not
weekly or monthly; it must be a steady
pull, not haphazard jerks. It will drain
the reserve energy, and take our best thinking and effort. That is the secret of every
Sunday School that has been built.
Sunday School building is work.
4. Another thing that I know is that
SUNDAY SCHOOL BUILDING IS NOT A
ONE-MAN
JOB.—In
mythology Atlas
might as one man hold up the world, but
one man cannot build a Sunday School.
One man may keep a Sunday School
"from being built if that one man is the
pastor or superintendent and he has no
vision, no purpose, no interest.
And one man may by his enthusiasm
and energy and effort inspire others so that
a great school is the result, but in the final
analysis Sunday School building is not a
one-man task.
Sunday Schools are built when groups of
fine, God-loving, world-denying, self-forgetting, praying men and women determine
in their hearts to give their best for God
and the needy world about them, and join
heart, head, and hand together to build.
I know that Sunday School building is
not a one-man task.
5. / know that Sunday School building
MUST BE DONE BY THE BEST METHODS if it is to be successful.—These plans
and methods are not pet schemes of some
peculiar mind, but plans and programs
that have developed through the years and
have worked successfully in thousands of
schools.
Take for example the Standard of Excellence. The Sunday School shall be under
church control. The Bible shall be used.
Those who attend Sunday School should be
led to stay for preaching. The workers
shall be trained. An officers' and teachers'
meeting or workers' conference shall be
held.
The school shall be evangelistic. The
school shall be missionary. Is there anything wrong with a program like that? It
is a program; it is not just a goal. And it
will, if adopted and used as a working
program, make any school anywhere a better and larger school.
Another plan suggested is that of taking
a census. It is the one successful way of
finding who should be in your Sunday
School and of organizing your school to
meet the needs of your community. I know
by experience that if a census is taken and
the information is used and worked, there
will be great blessings to any school.
Visitation is another plan that has been
emphasized by our leaders because they
know that a Sunday School cannot reach
its constituency without visiting, VISITING,
and VISITING.
We must if we would
build.
6. Finally,
I know that
SUNDAY
SCHOOL WORK IS THE BEST
PAYING
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NOTICE
Coming in the next installment of OUR
SUNDAY SCHOOLS column: Reports of
the recent contest sponsored by the S. S.
Board. Watch for them.
WORK in the world.—No, it will not put
any dollars in your pocket. It will have
very little effect on your income tax, except that it may give you greater exemptions for the money you have put into the
work. But it offers returns far larger than
dollars and cents.
The satisfaction of having a part in a
great work; the joy of using your talents
for God; the blessing of bringing people
to God; the riches and rewards that will
be ours in hea.ven; the "well done" of our
Lord and Saviour when we stand before
Him in the hour of judgment—all these are
riches beyond count.
—Sunday School Builder (Adapted.)

Victory Over Worry
(Continued from page 53)
Peace Through
Trusting
The miracle of being without worry in
this modern age is a miracle the Holy
Spirit makes possible through the impartation of a divine peace. With a mind
stayed upon the Lord we can be kept in the
experience of a • continuous, uninterrupted
peace. (Isa. 26:3.)
Alas, however, we know Jesus as our
Sin-Bearer but not as our Burden-Bearer.
We give Him our sins but not our sighs.
We stay our minds on trouble, rather than
on the Lord. Trial is magnified, and the
Master's grace belittled. But when the
reverse process is practiced and the Lord
fills our horizon then the things of earth
grow strangely dim. If stayed upon Jehovah, then not. a surge of worry can
touch the spirit there.
Peace Through Loving
Another sword effective in the slaughter
of the wolf of worry is to be found in
Romans 8:28, where we discover that if
we love God, then all things, even the untoward experiences of life, work together
for our good. Things not good in themselves can, under the hand of God, produce peace of heart. Because the love of
God stands between us and all possible
harm, our love to God ought to rest in the
joy of His ability to undertake for us
even in the dark hours we may face.
Peace of Casting
Peter gives us another avenue of victory over our fearful moods. An appealing translation of his exhortation has been
stated thus, "Casting all your care upon
Him, for it matters to Him about you."
(I Peter 5:7.) Dr. Weymouth's interpretation of this passage is likewise suggestive, "Throw the whole of your anxiety
upon Him because He, Himself, cares for
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you." If w a trust some of our care to
Him, why not let Him have it all ?
Sometimes we find ourselves saying that
we are happy under the circumstances,
but as Christians we have no right to be
under our circumstances. We should be
on the top of them, reigning over them
with Christ.
• Peace Through Looking
A right understanding of Hebrews
12:1, 2 imparts peace to care-worn hearts.
We are to look, not merely unto Jesus, but
away unto Jesus, that is, away from all
else to Jesus. Not a glance but a gaze.
The Master is able to keep us in perfect
peace, seeing that He faced every kind of
test and emerged Conqueror.
Nothing
ever disturbed Him. He could never be
robbed of His spiritual possession or tranquility as an antidote of worry and despair.
Peace Through Protection
In Philippians 4:6, 17, 19, Paul offers
a further corrective for the disturbing
forces of life. We ought to be happy,
seeing the Lord encamps around His own.
He promises to keep or garrison our
hearts and minds. Do you want to stay
the wolf of worry? Well, look at this
three-fold avenue of destruction.
1. Anxious about nothing.
And nothing means no thing.
Surely
this excludes even the slightest reasons for
unrest and disturbance of peace.
2. Prayerful for everything.
How different our lives would be if only
we could adopt the prayer-attitude as we
come up against the untoward experiences
of life! This is ever the way of victory.
3. Gratitude in all things.
What the Lord has been, He will be until traveling days are done. And with
such a bountiful God, why would we
charge our souls with care? Do you live
on "Thanksgiving Avenue?" The houses
are no dearer here than they are on "Worry Street." Pack up and leave such a
gloomy quarter where the sun seldom
shines. The next time you are tempted to
sit and brood, take a pencil and set down
a list of all the mercies you enjoy, and
then say to your soul, "Why art thou cast
down? Hope thou in God."
—Christian Victory.

God's Presence
M. Schaffer
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"He Heard M e "
• A Christian woman, mother of six children, had come into a time of great distress. Her husband, who was absent in a
distant city, trying to earn a living for his
family, had been unfortunate and lost his
job. The wife and family had eaten their
last loaf of bread and there was no money
to buy any more. Morning came without a
morsel of food in the house. The Godly
mother, acting with great faith in God,
placed seven empty plates upon the table.
Then she called her children around her
and said, "Now, children, we must ask God
to,.supply our needs." As she finished her
prayer one of the little ones cried out,
"Mother, there is the baker at the door."
Immediately his knock was heard, and, entering, he said, " I was stalled in the snow
this morning and I thought I would come
in and get warm. By the way, do you need
any bread this morning?" "Yes," said the
mother, "but we have no money to buy
any." Then the baker noticed the empty
plates on the table and, seeing what the
situation was, said, "Do you mean to say
you have no bread for these children?"
"Not a morsel," said the mother. "Well,
you shall soon have some," said the kindhearted baker. Going quickly out to his
wagon, he returned with seven loaves of
bread in his arms, and placed one on each
plate. Immediately one of the little children picked up his loaf of bread and began
to dance around, saying, "Mother, I asked
God to send me bread, and He heard me."
Then, the others began to cry out, "And
He heard me too." "And m e ! " Each one
felt that God had answered his prayer, and
indeed God had. "My God shall supply all
your need according to His riches in Glory
by Christ Jesus." This Godly mother honored God with her simple trust, and God
did not fail to help her in her time of need.
Boys and girls, it is not the amount of
the gift which counts with God. It is the
spirit in which the gift is offered, and the
amount that we have left which counts. The
widow who gladly gave all she had, two
mites, gave more than the rich man who
gave only a small portion of what he had.
"Not what ive give but what we sliare,
For the gift ivithout the giver is bare."
God wants us to bring our gifts unto
Him in a glad-hearted, willing way: "Every
man according as he purposeth in his
heart, so let him give; not grudgingly, or
of necessity: for God loveth a cheerful
giver" (II Cor. 9 : 7 ) . "Freely ye have received, freely
give."—Selected.

Connelly

The loving embrace of God's presence
Shines out in the Christian's home,
For its holy aspirations
Art felt as we stray or roam:
And it draws us back, when the night
falls,
Back where there's peace and love
Back to the joy-harmonious
And on to the Home above.

"Peter called the blood of Christ 'the
precious blood'. Some sell blood transfusions at good prices; but how much
would you demand for all of your b l o o d ? "
"Holiness is God's disposition manifested in your life.
Holiness is God's
Word put into action."
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AFTER SANCTIFICATION, WHAT?
Mrs. Fannie Erb
OD'S great objective, after the soul is
sanctified, is to wean it from all earthly attachments and allurements, to a place
where He will be it's chief joy. When it
really reaches that place, nothing can stop
it any more; fixed and established, earthly
joy or sorrow, good or ill, is all alike now.
It can then sing with the poet,

G

pity to enter your heart, but say with Job,
"Tho He slay me, yet will I trust in H i m ! "
And God will see you thru. He will bring
you into a large place, and you will praise
Him forever for His faithfulness to you.
Praise His Name!

In His Presence
0 'tis not in grief to harm me,
While Thy love is left to me;
0 'twere not in joy to charm me,
Were that joy unmixed with Thee!
In order to do this, He must bring the
soul thru a weaning process, which takes
many crucible experiences before it, is
accomplished. He can only work with the
consent of the will; the least resistance, or
rebellion, and the work ceases. One may
still go on professing; but his life does
not count for Jesus;.he becomes important, self-satisfied, self-reliant, and domineering. He loves the praise of men. This
is where popular holiness comes in.
But how patient, and painstakingly, He
will lead the abandoned, trustful soul!
Even before the operations begin, He will
prepare the soul, lest it bleed to death
when' the pruning knife cuts • deep, and it
give way to discouragement and despair;
lest it go to pieces in the furnace; lest it
become hardened and bitter under prolonged opposition!
Naturally, the soul clings by a thousand
strong tendrills to earthly things: earthly
ease, and pleasures, human attachments;
earthly honor and esteem; which hinder
the soul from making the spiritual progress that it should. When we are sanctified, all carnal tendencies are burned out
by the baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire,
but the human tendencies are left for God
to work on, with our consent. Did we not,
at the altar of consecration give ourselves into the hand of God, to do with us
as seemed good in His sight? A great many
people think we are sanctified only to
serve. It is true that the greatest part of
God's work in the world, is carried on by
His consecrated children. But God uses the
very work they do as a means of discipline,
and upbuilding of their own souls, as
well as other circumstances and means.
His great work is to get every individual soul where He wants it to be in eternity; for remember God is getting us ready
for His eternal purpose.
So when He begins to cut strings, remove
props, lead thru fiery trials as tho some
strange thing happened unto you, Peter,
4-12, do not despair. Hold steady, trust in
the dark, never allow complaining or self-
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In the secret of His presence how my soul
delights to hide!
Oh! how precious are the lessons which I
learn at Jesus side!
Earthly cares can never vex me, neither
trails lay me low,
For when Satan comes to tempt me, to the
secret place I go.
When my soul is faint and thirsty, neath
the slmdow of His wing
There is cool and pleasant shelter and a
fresh and crystal spring;
And my Savior rests beside me, as we
hold communion sweet;
If I tried I could not utter what He says
when thus we meet.
Only this I know: I tell Him all my
doubts, my griefs, my fears.
Oh! how patiently he listens! and my
drooping soul He cheers.
Do you think He ne'er reproves me? What
a false friend He would be
If He never, never told me of the sins
which He must see!
Would you like to know the sweetness of
the secret of the Lord?
Go and hide beneath His shadow, this then
shall be your reward.
And whene'er you leave the silence of that
happy
meeting-place,
You must mind and bear the image of the
Master in your face.
—Unknown.

The Strange Providences Of G o d
Saved By Bibles From The "Dump"
As Told to James H. Russell
' ' Q OME years ago I was chambermaid in
O the Algoma Hotel, Timmins, Ontario.
At that time I was not a Christian, but I
never entered a room where a Gideon Bible
lay on the dresser without feeling conviction of sin. Often I wished to take a Bible
home with me, but feared the ridicule of
the proprietor who was a Roman Catholic,
and who, though he tolerated the Bibles in
his hotel, openly scoffed, at God's Word.
Later the hotel changed hands, and again a
Roman Catholic became owner, but this
man a French-Canadian, when he found
there were Bibles in the rooms, ordered

them out. They were put in the garbage
and deposited on what was known as the
.Hollinger "dump," on the outskirts of the
town. Some time later, three women were
out gathering berries in the vicinity of the
dump. They were attracted by seeing the
red edges of some books on the dump, and
upon investigation discovered they were
Bibles. They chose one to take home, and
when the news spread others went and soon
all the Bibles were gone. Every last Bible
found a home in the town of Timmins.
That would have been a fine story, even
had it ended there, but it did not.
"Not long after, revival came to Timmins. It began in the Baptist Church, but
soon spread to other churches, and as my
daughters and I have been calling to remembrance the particulars of the story, we
cannot think of a single home that received
one of these outcast Bibles, that was not
visited by the tide of blessing that swept
the town. I frequently heard women testify in the meetings that conviction came
to them through the Bible picked up on the
dump, and have heard others say it was
through these Bibles that they came -to
know the Lord."—The Gideon.
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The Proof O f God's Love
By the Bishop of- Worcester
T. JOHN, when he says "God is Love"
(1 John 4 : 8 ) , dwells on the way in
which that love has been manifested to us,
on the wonderproof which we ourselves
have that God is love. And this proof is
the gift of His Son. "In this was manifested the love of God towards us, that God
has sent His only begotten Son into the
world that we might live through Him."
This is the first stage of the love, that
into this world of misery and pain and
sorrow, into this world of confusion and
sin and death, God sent His only begotten
Son, the express image of His Person, the
Sharer of His glory, that through His Incarnation and humiliation He might put
on and so regenerate and transform our
nature, and that we might in Him be made
new creatures and live. But St. John adds
a further particular. God gave His Son,
not only to humiliation, but to death, and
He did this not for friends, but for enemies; not for those who loved Him, but
for those who had broken His laws and
defied His threats and rejected His messages. This is the record of God's love.
This is the tale which we have heard so
often that we have ceased to fix our
thoughts on it. This is the proof of God's
love which falls on listless ears and cold
and callous hearts.—Christian Budget.
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"The man who was needed at Belshazzar's feast was the man who was not there
—Daniel who followed the path of separation."

